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New system
tightens GSL
By MaryBeth Lapin
In order to avoid a $395
millio n deficit in the Guaranteed
, Student Loan (GSL) fund, the
federal government has tight ened financial aid eligibility
requirements.
U oder the new system, up to
75 percent of the University
students who applied for GSL's
after Oct. 17 may not he eligible
for as much money as they
expected, according to Richard 1
Craig, director of financial aid.
Ingrid Lamaire of the New
Hampshire Higher Education
Association said a major premise of the new system is the
assumption that a student's
fam'ily has primary res ponsibility for absorbing educational
costs.
AcrmilingtoCra~,GSLsare

educational loans students receive through a bank. They are
"true loans" in the sense that
students do not have to start
repayment until six to nine
months after graduaLion. Many
other loan programs require
repayment while the student

is still in college.
The GSL fund is the biggest
strain on the federal budget,
according to Craig. "I don't think
there's any question that the
total amount of GSL money
available for students to borrow
will be reduced," Craig said .
"The new system is fairly hardhitting in the GSL area."
· Craig said under the old
system students whose families
had a total income under
- $30,000 almost automatically
received loans. The new provisons do away with this cut off
point, Craig said. Now every
student, regardless of family
income, has to establish finan·
cial need.
It will be more difficult to
prove need under the new
prov~sions. The new needs
analysis system will take into
account assets such as cars and
homes when determining total
family income. Craig said it is
conceivable that a family may
have $50,000 in assets but not
GSL, page 11

Funding to
enhance UNH
By S. Kinney
The Program Enhancement
Funding portion of the proposed 1988 and 1989 budget will
improve and strengthen seven
major areas in the UNH curriculum.
The seven areas include:
general education, biological
·sciences, "the Institutes of
Excellence," graduate student
aid, computer aided instruction,
the Dimond library and the
·
nursing program.
According to the University
System of New Hampshire
budget request for 1988 and
1989, die funding would improve the general education
program by hiring seven new
faculty members. These
members would fill positions
in Fine Arts, Literature, Historical Perspectives, Science and
Quantitative Rec..;oning categories. This will help reduce
large class sizes.
Vice President of Academic
Affairs, Richard Hersh, said,
each new faculty member has
the potential to teach five new
courses, adding 35 more general
education classes. If each class
seats approximately 30 students,
then 1,000 more students can
take general education classes
during the school year.
The biological sciences will
benefit because the requested
funding would add nine graduate assistants to teach in 21
new lab sections . Two new
faculty members would be hired,
research by faculty and post
doctoral graduate students
· would be encouraged, and la-

boratory space would be renovated and equipped .
The Institutes of Excellence
are areas where the University
feels it can gain national and
international recognition.
"These are areas in which a little
more money in them could make
them outstanding features of
the University's academic and
research programs," said Chancellor Arthur Grant.
The Institutes of Excellence
are important to the overall
academic life of ' UNH. For
example, the Center for Humanities concentrates in the
liberal arts area. Humanities
makes up five of the eight
categories in the general education requirements. This involves a lot of faculty who have
an important impact on the
liberal arts education at UNH,
said Hersh.
The funding from the budget
request would create new faculty
positions and provide other
funds necessary for research in
the following institutions: The
Institute for the Study of Earth,
Ocean and Space; the Institute
for Social Science Policy arid
Research; and the Center for
Humanities.
The USNH Budget Request
would provide 10 new graduate
assistantships for the fiscal years
1988 and 1989. These would be
in the General Education and
Honors programs. Pay levels
would also be increased.
UNH teaching assistants are
paid well below the national
FUNDING, page 11

Seven women were arrested yesterday at a Seabrook protest honoring Karen Silkwood. (Kristy
Markey photo)

Women rally atSeabrook

1

By Kristy Markey
tified herseif as Karen Silkwood
Seven women were arrested issued a statement before her
by the Seabrook police yesterday arrest.
"I come to the gates of the
afternoon for blocking the north
gate of the Seabrook Nuclear Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant
to r~member Karen, a sister ·and
Power Plant.
Shirley Ingalls, 22, of Keene, kindred spirit who acted out of
N.R and Ruth McKay, 67, of conscience and wasn't afraid to
Hudson, N.H. were released on . speak her truth. Today I take
a summons and will be ar- the same responsibility," the
raigned on Dec. 8, according to woman said.
"I think Karen Silkwood had
the Seabrook Police Departa huge effect on the anti-nuclear
ment last night.
Five other women, each claim- movement since the movie
ing to be Karen Silkwood, will (Silkwood) came out," said Ned
remain in the Strafford County Whaley, 61 year-old resident
of Lee, N.H. Whaley was arrestjail until they are identified.
The arrests followed a rally ed in 1978 for opposing Seaof approximately 30 people brook by chaining himself to
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. yesterday a post in front of the plant. Since
protesting Seabrook and com- then, Whaley and other
memorating the death of Karen members of the Cl~mshell AlSilkwood, according to members liance cite a growing antiof the Clamshell Alliance, an nuclear movement in the Seacoast area.
anti-Seabrook organization.
"Five years ago, people were
Silkwood worked at the KerrMcGee plutonium plant and opposed to the idea of a nuclear
died mysteriously in 1974 while power plant, but didn't do
taking a series of documents anything,<· said Claire Perrault
exposing the hazards of the of Ipswich, MA. "Now, you can
plant to a New York Times stand on the corner with a
petition and everyone will sign
reporter.
One of the women who iden- it." '

Perrault held a black, unlettered sign to express her feelings on nuclear power. Perrault
said health s_tatistics on the area
surrounding the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant in Massachusetts have awakened people to
the dangers of nuclear power.
"Infant mortality rates are
up, children are dying of leukemia and strange plant growth
in the area surrounding the
plant all reveal the results of
nuclear power," said Perrault.
There have been 252 arrests
·at Seabrook since last May,
according to the Clamshell
Alliance. Vigils have been held
each week by various groups
from all over New England.
"I don't pay much attention
to those things," said John Kyte,
public relations manager for
New Hampshire Yankee, the
company building the plant.
"They're out there all the time."
The plant will not be in full
operation until the evacuation
p'lans for six towns in Massachusetts have been approved.
Massachusetts Governor Mike
SEABR,O OK, page 11

The bimonthly' feature series Lifestyles begins this
week by looking at
five students with a
unique housing
scheme - they live
among animals.
See Ned Woody's
story on Page 6.

UNH students make the most of snow and a day off from classes.
(Mark DesRochers photo)
r I
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Sensei makes, senSe Of Dover karate school
.

!

By ·Pano Brooks
Sensei (teacher) Greg Lazarus, a fourth degree 9fack belt
in Shorin-ryu Ken.shin Kan
karate, is preparin,g his school
for the visit of Master Fusei
Kise; the l)e~d of the All-.
Okinawan,.Shorin-ryu Karate
and Kohudo Federation this
comir;,g/spring from Okinawa,
Japan.
Master Kise's fourth visit to
the Dover school is pl~nned for
'this June. The Okinawan style
is rare in the U.S. There are only
four schools on the East Coast:
two in Florida, the Dover school,
and a new school at Boston
University.
'Tve been in karate for over
14 years and I've run my own
school for the past six years,"
said Sensei Lazarus. He works
at the Kittery Naval Shipyard,
and teaches his school in Dover
on Third Street above the Dungeon dance club.
"It is one of the largest karate
training facilities in the Seacoast
area,'~ said Sensei Lazarus. It
has weigh"ts; mirrors, heavy bags'
and makiwara (punching boards·
for hand toughening). Last
February, he moved his school
from Locust Street to its present
.
location on Third Street.
. "The. teaching at my school
. is very traditional, and there is
an emphasis on teaching street
survival," said Sensei Lazarus.

.

'

~

Senpai (instructor's aid)
Gayle Lazarus, Sensei Lazarus' ·
wife, is a second degree black
belt. She recently returned from
a trip to Okinawa. She was a
guest of Master Kise for a week.
In November of 1985 Sensei
Lazarus and his wife visited
Okinawa together to participate
in the All-Okinawan International Tournament. Senpai
Gayle took second place in Kata
(a series of movements _ in
fighting an imaginary opponent).

uThe teaching at my school
is very traditional, and
there is an emphasis on
teaching street survival,"
said Sensei Lazarus.

Sensei Lazarus teaches kobudo (weapons training) to upper
ranking belt stµdents. The bo
(a six-foot staff) and the sai
(three-tined sword) are the first
weapons taught to green belt
students.
As a stt~dent progresses in
rank they are taught different
kata. Upper ranking students
learn how to use the kama (a
bagana-shaped blade attached

Members of the Dover karate school, located above the Dungeon dance club. (Pano Brooks
photo)
to an 18-iiich handle,) nunchaku
(two 18-inch handles attached
by a rope,) arid tonfa (a baton
with an extra handle on the
.
·
.
side).
During the 1500s. the Sho
family established rule over
Okinawa and banned all weapons. The empty hand and farm
tools became the only ·means ,bf
self-defense left to the Okinawan people. Tuide (Okinawan
foot fighting) developed r~pidly
during this period.

.NEWS IN -BRIEP
Rhine suffers damage
from toxic chemicals
The discharge of 30 tons of toxic chemicals in
to the Rhine ha,s severely damaged the river's
biological life, according to West German enviromentalists.
Herbicides, pesticides and mercury were washed
into th~ river on Nov. 1 by water 'sprayed on a ,
warehouse fire in Switzerland.
The chemicals floated downstream along the
820 miles of the river, killing approximately 500,000
fish and eels, harming other aqautic life, and
threatening drinking water.
A multibillion dollar program to eliminate poisons
from the river had only recently begun to show
results, according to professor Ragnar Kinzelbach
of Damstadt University in Bonn. "Our work of the
last 10 years has been reduced to nothing," he said.

Arms talks still stalled
Arms talks between the Soviet Union and the
United States entered a two-month recess Wednesday with the U.S calling the talks productive.
The Soviets. maintained, however, that negotiations
were deadlocked.
The official Soviet news agency, Tass, said the
United States is not adhering to agreements in _
principle reached by Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
and President Reagan in Iceland.
The chief U.S. negotiator, however, said "This
has been a useful and productive round, our most
produc;tive to date." The talks will resume Jan.
15, and have been going on for nearly two years.

Kobudo .is taught to carry on
an ancient tradition of an unique
culture. The Kata in Shorin-ryu
are as old as 300 to 400 years.
The techniques of Kenshin Kan
are unique in the "body-change"
concept, which is stepping at
angles into and away from
attacks.
Sensei Lazarus teaches Monday through Thursday nights
6:00 p.m. to 7:30-p.m., and on
Saturdays from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00
p.m ..

In the 1700s the Satsuma clan
from Japan invaded, and again
banned all weapons. Karate was
kept a family secret during these
periods, and passed from father
to son.
At the turn of the century
karate came out into the open
and was taught in public schools
in Okinawa. After the World
War II, U.S. servicemen were
impressed with the martial arts
and brought their int~rest back
to the States.

Portland, Maine among
15 ~'most livable" cities

..
'

'\

..

Probe of Seabrook Station
reveals no new problems

Portland, Maine was the only New England city
named for quality of life by Partners for Livable
Places of Washington, D.C. The city was one of
15 honored.
The organizatio.n studies the quality of life and
economic health of cities from all over the United
States.
The other 14 cities were Baltimore, Indianapolis,
Pittsburgh, Salt Lake City, San Antonio, Seattle,_
St. Louis, St. Paul, Chattanooga, Denver, Tampa,
Louisville, Tulsa, and Richmond.
Portland was cited for "the redevelopmem of
its historic downtown," and the revival of its
·
economy and quality of life.

Nuclear Regulatory Commision inspectors have
uncovered no new safety problems during a twoweek investigation into allegations of shoddy
workmanship at the Seabrook nuclear power plant.
The NRC has been investigating 61 charges, most
made by former workers. Some allegations were
substantiated, but the NRC had already known about
·
them and plant owners had corrected them.
People opposed to the plant remained skeptical,
and New Hampshire Yankee, builders of the plant,
declined to comment until the investigation was
complete.

Reagan confirms U.S.
aid to Iran

Educators look at faculty
roles in students' lives

Yesterday, President Reagan admitted for the
first time that the U.S. sent military supplies to
Iran. He defended the action as necessary for
establishing ties to moderate factions there.
Administration officials said the United States
had undertaken clandestine contacts with the
Teheran government because some factions were
seen as "traditionalists or nonradicals who have
a greater interest in U.S. ties."
According t.o the officials, Reagan said the arms
shipments were necessary to establish closer ties
and to improve prospects for the release of some
of the American hostages being held in Iran.

Georgetown University President Timothy Healy
said yesterday that the faculty at American colleges
and universities has largely given up having any
role in students' lives outside the classroom.
Healy was addressing a conference at Harvard
University on the recently released Carnegie
Foundation report on undergraduate education.
He said that since the late 1960s, faculty members
have become uninvolved, saying, "I just teach."
Healy also said "we are fighting the wrong
enemies," in dealing with scandals in big-time college
athletics. "The real problems are the teams that
play, that are promoted and do not graduate. Reform
is needed on our side."
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Snowball fight
damages windows
By Mark DesRochers
A group of 150 Are.a I students ran wild ,through the
streets of UNH and Durham
early Tuesday night, breaking
windows with snowballs and
taunting police.
Five broken windows were
reported. No arrests were made.
Windows were broken in
Englehardt, Babcock, and Congreve halls and in a private
house at 22 Garrison Ave.
Damage was set at $125 to $150.
The evening's events started
at 6:00 p.m. when a snowball
fight between Stoke residents
and other Area I students moved
·to other areas of the campus.
Police attempted to halt the
snowthrowing and were pelted
with snowballs themselves.
The students moved a~ay
from the Stoke lawn towards
Area II. Along the way they
engaged members of Kappa
Sigma Fraternity who retaliated
·· by ·throwing snowballs of their
own. No damage was reported
to 'the fraternity house.
Said one Kappa Sigma
member, "Everything was pretty mu.c h in fun. It interrupted
out meeting but as long as
notl:iini?; was broken, we rather
en1oyed it.

The first window was broken
at Englehardt. A snowball was
thrown through a second story
lounge window despite yells of
"don't break the windows,"
from the crowd.
Englehardt also reported a
door being knocked off its
hinges by students trying to get
past the locked door. Some
water damage was reported in
rooms that had open windows.
Police repeatedly requested
that the crowd disperse. Students defiantly threw snowballs
at the cruisers until the police
left. No damage was reported
to the two cruisers.
In Area III, the crowd broke
a window of a private Babcock
resident. Water damage also
occurred to other Area 3
dorms whose residents had open
windows.
The crowd headed for Fraternity Row. Along the way, they
pelted passing cars with snowballs and broke a large_window
at the house on Garrison Avenue.
Gean Anne Donnell was returning from studying at Stoke
when she saw the crowd of
students coming towards her .
She thought something bad
SNOW, page 17

Spirits soared a.n d snowballs flew over the long holiday weekend. Here, Sawyer Hall gets
wet. (Stu Evans photo)

·UNH prof supports Aquino
By Peter A. Katz
Filipino-born UNH Associate English Professor Patrocinio Schweickart supports Philippine President Corazon Aquino's travels to Japan this week
to ask for financial support, even
though there are chances for an
attempted coup to take over the ·
government~

Plymouth State
hosts .Canada
By Elizabeth Cote
Governor John Sununu
opened the Fifth Annual Canada
Co.nference held last Friday at
Plymouth State College. The
conference focused on the environmental concerns shared
by Canada and the New England
states.
"Pollution, fish, and wildlife
don't recognize political boundries," said John Carroll, University of New Hampshire
professor and director of the
Environmental Conservation
Program. Carroll Was a guest
speaker at the conference.
Carroll stressed the importance of individual citizens, and
citizen groups, who press for
protective measures. "Citizen
diplomacy lacks the rigidity of
conventional diplomacy, and can
establish a climate to initiate
action," Carroll said. "Official
government can only accept and
follow."
The Canada Conference provided a forum for a lively debate
on the Atlantic fisli.ing industry.
New Englan~ fishermen clashed
with Canadian officials over
what they said is an unfair
Canadian advantage in the U.S.
fish market.
Jake Dykstra, Rhode Island
fisherman and fishing industry
advisor, said the government ·
subsidized 61 percent of Canadian fishing industry exports
to the U.S. Without government
suppon, prices are set lower
than those of the New England
fishermen . Dykstra said, "The
U .S. has no access to the Canadian (fisheries) resource, but
Canada has virtuaJly free access
to our markets."
Kathy Dykstra, a Rhode Island fish<;rwoman, said a coalition of New England owner-

that a coup led by Defense (Benigno, who was the leading
Minister Juan Ponce Enrile had opponent of former President
been averted. She told the Ferdinand Marcos, and was
Japanese she would fight.for her killed when he returned from
governmenr.
a self-imposed exile in the U.S.)."
"While I am anxious to reSchweickart said the rebels,
solve the Communist insurgen- too, want· to talk, but ·" Enrile
cy bloodlessly, I will not t9lerate wants to sabotage the peace
a nondemocratic challenge to talks. The military wants to
our government and people wipe out the rebels.-'-'. . ,
from any quarter," s.h e said,
There was great danger in
according to The New. Yo.rk having the peace talks, because
, Times.. , ,,
~ , ~ people, might, he,. _Jdll~Q, said
; ~ )khVv'e~ckart ,s~i<l. thfte are . ·Sch.~~ickart., ,.. ~
_ ; ,, .
three grqups of,,rebels: the New -· '~Where would they lfold the
People's. Army, the_lc1rgest of ._talk,s.? Ia Manila- (the capital of
· the three and a communist the Philippines)? Th.e rebels
group; an independent group would be murdered. (If they
of Muslims located in the South; 1 were held in the rebel-controlled
and in the North a group of countryside) the military would
"cultural minorities."
assassinate the government
The differences between Aqui- negotiators and blame it on the
no ~nd Enrile are based on how rebels."
each wishes to deal with the
This summer Schweickart
rebels, mainly the Communists. returned home to the PhilipSchweickart said the former pines. She said there was "a
wants to talk with the rebels, helpful atmosphere and apprewhile the latter recommends . . hension" concerning the rebels.
using the military's force.
"The newspapers reported kidAquino has a "government nappings that were blamed on
of reconciliation," Schweickart the military and the rebels said. "She did not push trying
the murderers of her husband AQUINO, page 22

"The largest problem is the
economy," said Schweickart,
who also mentioned the othet:
problems facing, Aqu i9o'i~ less
than a year..:old government: the
rebels and Defefl!se Minister
Juan Ponce Enrile.
operator fishermen have recent"The economic situation
ly implemented a U.S. General hurts everyone," she said'. "My
Agreement on Tarriffs and father owns a construction firm
Trade. A 5.8 percent duty is now (in the Philippines, where
rendered on Canadian fish im- Schweickart's parents and four
ports to the United States.
siblings live) and in economic
Dykstra said the duty is a . stagnation, the first (industry)
protective measure to insure the to go is construction. It is a real
New England fishing industry's concern."
share of the marketplace, but
According to The New York
"dido' t endear us to Canada any Times, Aquino told the Japanese
more."
Parliament, "We need outright
Canadians at? the conference aid-that i~ true at this point
defended their country's fishing in time."
industry. Francois LaRochelle, ·
Before Aquino left for Japan,
an official at the Canadian there were reports in the press
consulate in Boston, said, "The
demand for fish in the U .S. is
increasing for health reasons.
U.S. fishermen aren't meeting
the demand. The American
(fishing) industry is not as
competitive as ours."
The Arnold Air Society and
ron of Arnold Air Society, the
Another environmental con- By Mary Lea Palo
As the firsJ snow of 1986 10th New Hampshire Vohm- the 10th New Hampshire Vocern, shared by New England.
states and Canada, is the sale fell on Nov. 11, the color guard teers, and Det. 475 staff with
VETERA!-'lS, page 18
and transmission of hydro- from Air Force ROTC Detach- their families.
. power. John Newsham, vice -ment 475 raised the American
president of New England Hy- flag on the Field House flagpole
dro Transmission Corp., said in recognition of Veterans Day.
As a trumpeter played the
phase one of the power lines
are in place, from Des Cantons, "Star-Spangled Banner" even
Quebec to Monroe, New Hamp- the diehard football fanatics on
shire . Phase two, which will the other side of the white field
extend the line to Aye·r, Mas- stood at attention until the last
sachusetts, should be folly li- note died in the chill air.
The flag was lowered to half
censed in two to three years.
Newsham said 100 percent staff. The first trumpet played
of transmitting fac ilities in "Taps." A second trumpet
phase two will go on existing echoed from further away.
Col. Arthur]. Heaphy, comrights of way, which have been
in place for fifty. years . "That mander of Air Force ROTC Det.
removes the problem of trying 475, said the ceremony was held
to honor men and women who
to find land," Newsham said.
Questions about potentia l had served in America's last four
health hazards of the high foreign wars. 'It was also to
voltage DC line were raised by recognize the PQW's (prisoners
Cort Richardson of the Vermont of war) and MIA's (missing in
Public Interest Research Group action).
In attendance at the ceremony The American flag flew at half mast against a snowy backdrop
were the Harl Peas~. Jt. Squad-- · on Tuesday, which was Veteran's day. (Stu Evans photo) .
CANADA, page 18

ROTC honors -Veterans
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. Last week, fraternity members awoke' to 'find sti~kers
on their hous~s _that said, "This promotes women
hating."
'
''

"Not really negative. I
· think they just basically
._ stereotype women. They
classify girls the same.
They think girls are easy."
-Gerry Moore
Freshman
_Psycology

':

"#

·;

Do you think fraternities
promote.negative
attitudes toward women?

0

No. They are out to do
good for the community
and they want to have fun.
I do not think that they
would intentionally offend
women~"

-Lynn Kopka
Junior
Hotel Admn

~·

frNo I do not. I think
socializing is one of the
many positive aspects of
the Greek System. Like any
system, attitudes may be
construed either negatively
or positively depending on
the circumstances in which
they occur."
-David Joseph Arbetter ·
· Senior ·
, Hi.stQry

nNo, not at all because I
have never had any bad
experiences· with fraternities. I have also never been
offended by fraternities."
-i)'fargaret Brooks · ·
· Junior
Economics

The Science Question
in Feminism
Sandra Harding .
Professor of Philosophy
Monday, November 17, 1986

University of Delaware

8PM

'

.

'

208 McConnell
Open to the Public

Sponsored by: Sigma Xi~the Scientific Research Society; College of Liberal Arts; College of Engineering and Physical Sciences;
Undesignated Gifts Fund; Office of the Vice-President for Academic Affairs; Women's Studies Program; Technology,
SCJciety and Values Program; Associati0n for Women in Science
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Theor ist to exami ne opera
By Beth Ineson
plines for the discussion of McCµrdy, are "the oldest comPolitical theorist Alessandra foreign affairs.
ponent of the Program on
Lippucci will give a discussion
John Voll, acting director for International Perspectives
today· on "The Textdal Politics the Center for International
(PIP). They focus around -a
of Opera" at 4 p.m. in room A- Perspectives, said that Lippucci paper written by , a person 218 of the Paul Creative Arts will discuss the "dynamic equil- specifically for the event."
Center.
ibrium" resulting from the
The next lecture in the series,
Lippucci has taught govern- struggle between traditionalist "Notes·from the Field: Government at the University of Texas and revisionist presentations ment Buteaucracy and Develat "Aus tiff: She is currently a _ of opera as an example of -opment in Tunisia and Egypt,"
freelance researcher and pol- "cultural politics." _ ' will be given Dec. 5, by UNH
itical consultant.
Voll said that examining anthropology Professor Barbara-The semfoar is the third of politics, involved in interpreting Larson. Larson is currently on
e::ight New Hampshire Inter- operatic texts, provides insights leave as a consultant to the
national Seminars this year. into the cultural politics of the Tunisian Development AuthorAccording to Sheila McCurdy, world at large.
ity.
of the Office of International
The seminars, started by the
The seminars are free and the
Studies, the seminar is a vehicle University Committee on In- papers in question will be
for faculty development; they ternational Studies, are in their available at the event.
bring together diverse disci- fifth year, and according to

New progra m books elderly
By Deborah J Robinson
In a effort to put more emphasis on the Dimond Library
as a town library and not just
a University facility, Carol
Lincoln and Karen Littlefield
ha-v;e started the Outreach Program.
_
"Outreach is a program set
up for the senior Citizens living
in Bagdad Woods and Church
Hill Apartments, the two elderly housing complexes in Durham," said Lincoln.
T~e program is in its third
month at the Bagdad Woods
complex. Lincoln said the response so far has been positive
and is optimistic about the
program starting at the Church
Hill Apartments ne){t week.
Lincoln said she and Littlefield, the two childrens' and
community service librarians
are like "walking, talking, book
mobiles.''
Once a month Lincoln and
Littlefield bring 20-40 bookS
for the residents to sign out and
to return books that are due. The
residents tell what kinds of
books they want to read, and the
librarians bring them on their
next trip.
Even though the service is
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Friday, November 14
NH Outing Club Ski Sale-Granite State Room, MUB, 9 a.m.
to 7 p.m.
New Hampshire International Seminar-"The Textual Politics
of Opera,' Alessandra Lippucci, University of Texas. Room
A-218, Paul Arts, p.m.

f

Men's Hockey-vs. Maine, Snively, 7:30 p;m.
Saturday, November 15
___Football-~t

Massachusetts

NH Outing Club Ski Sale-Granite Stat~ R~~m~- MU-B,-9 a.m: to 5 p.m.
_
_
Women's Swimming-vs. Northeastern, Field House, 1 p.m.
¥en's Hockey-vs. Maine, Snively, 7:30 p.m.
University Theater-"Follies." Johnson Theater, Paul Arts,
8p.m.
,
Sunday, November 16
MUSO Film-"Local Hero." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.

Monday, November 17
part of her job, Lincoln said it Center. Vincent said this would sometimes becomes much like help make the library more
Traditional Jazz Series-South Frisco Jazz Band. Strafford
volunteer work. If a person asks accessible to all public library
Room, MUB, 8 p.m.
.
for a specific book she will take patrons.
Tuesday, November 18
the book the next day, even if
Lincoln said it was necessary
she is not working.
to find a way to make the books
Photography Lecture-Me;lissa ~hook? a Bo~ton photograph~r,
Lincoln said she really enjoys more accessible to people who
lecturrng on her work rn con1unct10n with die U 01versity
the Outreach Program, and with wanted them. Besides just bringArt Galleries current exhibition, Twelve on 20 x 24. Galleries,
Littlefield being equally devoted, ing the books to the senior
Paul Arts, 12:45 p.m.
they are able to help a lot of citizens, she also helps them
people get books who never got check the books out. If some of
Student Recital #2-Br.atton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m.
.
them before.
the residents can not write well,
Faculty Concert Senes-Peggy Vagts, flute; Ruth Edwards,
Lincoln said there are already she will help them fill out the
piano. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul-Arts, 8 p.m.
_
about 15 people who have check-out slips.
University Theater-"Follies." Johnson Theater, Paul Arts,
applied for library cards for the·
Dr. Donald Vincent, admin8p.m.
first time.
istrator of the library, encourLincoln started working at ages the Outreach Program.
the Dimond Library in August. Vincent said he wanted to
She said part of her job is to find incorporate more community
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
TH~ OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
how to serve the needs of the programs and hopes to provide
(Observe deadlines on prpper forms)
senior citizens in the area. She more services ·i n 1the future.
said many of the elderly living
The library also hopes to
in the apartments do not have -institute "Friends of the Licars, and if they do, there is no brary." It would be a group of
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and dis~ributed semi- place to park them. The closest people specifically interested
weekly throughout the academic year. Ou( offices are located in Room
parking facility, T-Hall, is al.: in library services for the public.
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business_
ways full during the day, and They would volunteer to help
Office ho1.1rs: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
the bookstore parking lot is not raise funds and donate their
$24.(10. Third dass postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
_check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
much better.
rim: for community library
responsible for typograph :al or other errors, but will reprint that part
To alleviate part of the park- servtees.
of an advertisement in which --a typographical error appears, if notified
ing problem, Vincent has conLincoln said there is a lot that
· immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hamp-shire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
tacted the Kari-Van office to could happen at the library, and
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
.
try and work out some kind of there is "always a beginning"
formal shuttle system from a for new programs to help the
designated area, like the Alumni public use the library.
11

~Ouf.hilln
Jenkins Court

1
•

·Copy ,
868-7031

RESUMES
. ele,cJronicaily typed

$18.50 incl_udes
typing, 25

resum~s,

matching sheets, envelopes

revisions made easily w/our 1 yr. mem. storage_
_open 8:30-3:30, Monday-Fri.

r-------~--~----------------,

I
I

Dr. Paul Gardner
Optometris t

. ·. e ;;;r ·

1

Con~enien~ly locate_d in the Newington Mall
next to Ster/.mf!. f?pt1eal. Gener~/ optometry and I
.,_contact lens fitting. Day, e11en1ng and $aJNrday
I _
appointments a11ailable ·-'L.-- ...
·
._ I

431-6941 _-

f

_, ,___

I

--------------~-~------~~--~
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OTICES
JUNIOR YEAR ,,,A BROAD--DIJON, FRANCE:
Students wanting to apply for the Junior Year in
Dijon, France are requested to stop by the Dept.
of French and Italian, Room 102, Murkland, to·
pick up an application for th~ school year of 198788. Information: 862-3856.

BICYCLE AUCTION: Public Safety will auction
unclaimed bicycles on Saturday, November 15, (rain
or shine) i n Janetos House parking lot at 9 a.m .
Pre-inspection of all bicycles, 8-9 a.m. All sales
paid immediately.

STANDARDIZED TESTS: Sponsored by 'Special
Services/TASk Center. Workshop to provide
information on preparing for and taking standardized tests for admittance into gradl!ate and
professional programs. Tuesday, November 18,
Hillsborough Room, MUB,. 3:30-4:30 p.rri. "' ,

TOY PARTY: Sponsored by .Non-Traditional
Student Program. Get a jump on your holiday
shopping and help us get a supply of toys for the
use of child visitors. Discovery toys will be on
display. Fun, high quality play materials appropriate
forages .Oto 100. Monday, November 17, Underwood House, 3-6 p.ru: Information: 862-3647.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
ACU-1 TOURNAMENTS: Backgammon, Friday,
November 14, and Chess, Sunday, November 16.
Winners will go on to compete in regional
tournament on an all expense paid trip. Games
Room, MUB, 6:30 p.m., $1 entry fee.

AT&T PERSONAL COMPUTER EXPO: Sponsoic.ed by Small Systems Resource Center. The AT&T
PC6300 Plus will be demonstrated with graphics
soft'ware. Tuesday, November 18, Carroll Room,
MUB, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
HEALTH

CAREER
EXTENDED OFFICE AND CAREER LIBRARY
HOURS: Starting Tuesday, November 18, Career
Planning & Placement Office will stay open until
8 p.m. each Tuesday. If your sch~dule is busy during
the day, plan to use the Career Library on Tuesday
'nights! ·
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Small
group workshops designed to help you get a start
on your career planning. Thursday, November 20
and Monday, November 24, Room 203, Huddleston,
4:30-6:30 p.m. Sign-up basis only, in Room 203,
Huddleston.
COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-Credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 3667 or stop
by Room 2E, Stoke·Hall Cluster Classroom unless
otherwise specified.
BEGINNING WORDPERFECT: Course covers
the basics of video editing, formatting and printing
of documents. Prereq: familiarity with your
particular microcomputef. Tuesday & Thursday,
November 18 & 20, 2-4:30 p.m., $6.00
,COMM UNICATIONS PACKAGES: · An overview
of packages . for talki~g between rhicro and
mainframe computers. VTlOO terminal emulation
in relation to CUFS such as Kermit, PC-VT and
PROCOMM. Prereq: Administrative/CUPS users.
Thursday, November 20, 10:30-noon, $3.00
MICRO SYSTEMS SEMINAR: An overview of
PC SAS, a statistical analysis _program. Friday,
November 21, 2-4 p.m., no charge
GENERAL
SINGLE PARENT POTLUCK: Sponsored by NonTradi tional Student Program. Relax and enjoy
meeting other·single parents. Bring the kids and
food; beverages provided. Friday, November 14
Underwood House, 5:30-8 p.m. Information: 8623647.

NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

STRESS AND LIFESTYLE MANAGEMENT:
Sponsored by Health Education: Fo_ur sessions.
Identification of stressors, individual stress levels,
coping skills, relaxation techniques and lifestyle
assessment and lifestyle management skills.
Tuesda'ys, ·November 25, December 2, 9 and 16,
Conference Room, Health Services, 12:45 p.m.
Meeting with Health Educator first, call 862-3823
· for appointment.
MEETINGS

GERMAN CLUB MEETING: Meet other students
interested in the German culture. Be a part of both
cultural and social events! All are welcome.
Tuesdays, Room 9, Murkland, nbon to 1 p.m.
NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING: /
Changing the campus and the world through faith
in God. Tuesdays, Room 304, Horton, 7 p.m.
PROGRAM FOR INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES INFORMATIONAL MEETING: To introduce UNH to the dual major in international
affairs. Monday, November 17, Smith Hall-Scott
side Lounge, 7 p.m.
ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB, MEETING: To discuss
the results of the hayr'ide and report from the
committee on the Little Royal. All are welcome
to attend. Tuesday, November 18, Room 212,
Kendall Hall, 8 p.m.
RED CROSS BLOOD SER VICES STUDENT
COMMITTEE MEETING: To plan hoEday drive.
Wednesday, November 19, 12 Dover Rd. Durham,
7 p.m.
CAMPUS GAY & LESBIAN ALLIANCE MEETING: Topics to be discussed will be fund raising,
support groups and plans for Lesbian & Gay Cultural
Awareness Week at UNH. Sundays, Philip Hale
Room, Pau~ Arts, 6-8 p.m.

ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
on proper forms)

One of the horse barns. (Ned Woody photo)

LINH l~~:
Life in the stalls
By Ned Woody
Despres was attracted to this
The horse barns at UNH housing by his love for animals
offer a unique type of housing and the available privacy. The
for animal-loving students. Set apartments are larger than
in a remote section of campus, most, and each has its· own
past A Lot, they are definitely, kitchen. In addition, residents
not the center ot acttv1ty here are allowed to have pets. As a
at the University. If you think result of this freedom, it is more
the mini-dorms are out of the like an apartment than a dorway, you have never been to the mitory. Since each building only
contains one apartment, resihorse barns.
Set in a corner of campus, dents_do not have to worry about
opposite the football field and late-night noise or vandalism
next to the Thompson School caused by other residents. The
of Applied Science, there are residents know one another and
a number of horse-related fa- have a close friendship bound
cililities, such as a stable, riding . by their love for animals.
Michael Rabbe is another
arena, classroom, and stud barn.
Students live in apartments in --resident in this unique housing
three of ~hese buildings, and system. "It's a very unusual type
work with the horses in return of life here," he says, "but I love
it. It's furl. It gets me up early,
for free housing. .
Presently, there are five stu- and makes my day longer." __
Actually, it gets him up earlier
.dents living in a total of three
apartments. Dennis Donohue, than most students would even
Josiah Miles, Michael Rabbe, think of getting up. His typical
Kathy Steves, and Jim Despres day starts around six o'clock in
are all seniors who applied for the morning when he gets up
this housing last year. They to feed the 43 horses. It takes
work from ·six to 12 hours him almost an hour and a half.
per week in return for their to complete his job, then he is
rooms, and each student has a - off to classes. When his schoolwork is done, Michael often
specific job to do.
Jim Despres lives in an apart- returns to the stable to spend
ment above the riding arena more time with the animals.
There is an interesting myth
with a roommate. It is his job
circulating about an all~ged odor
to take care of the arena and
keep a watch on it. Due to the which seems to linger wherever
fact that his apartment is liter- these residents go. Upon invesally "above the riding arena," t igalion, this rumor has been
keeping a watch on it is the easy
part of the job.
BARNS, page 17

UniversityTheater
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE THEATER DEPARTMENT
AND DOVER'S GARRISON PLAYERS PRESENT THE MUSICAL

FOLLIEJ
by Stephen Sondheim and James Goldman
directed by Carol Lucha-Burns
musical direqion by Carolyn Colby Ellis
c~oreography by Gay Nardone
Eldon Johnson Theater
Isabel and Harriet Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Durham
Gala Preview: Saturday, November 15, a-t 8 P.M.
Preview: Monday, November 17, at 8 PM.
Performances: November 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, at 8 P.M.
Matinee: Saturday, November 22, at 4 P.M.

,

..

General: $6
UNH Students/Employees/Alumni, and Senior Citizens: $5
Reservations : 862-2290
Dinner Theater Package-New England Center Restaurant
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UNH students join mock UN
By Catherine Rosenquist
as Ivory Coast or Algeria, which
Members· of the UNH Interwere once colonies of France."
nationals, the UNH Debate
_C harest also said the
Society and other internation- members have strong French
ally aware students have joined and Rl}ssian backgrounds.
.
together to form UNH's first
Heather Colby, a Russian
delegation to the Model U.n ited major, said she is very excited
Nations.
about the event. Colby said she
. The Model U .N. Conference, "would like to _!'.'epresent a
sponsored by Harvard Univer- Middle Eastern or Eastern Eu- sicy from Feb. 19-22 in Boston, ropean country."
is .for students to learn "on a
Once the delegation receives
smaller scale how the U.N. is their appointed country, all
utilized,;, said Erika Randmere, members will begin research,
a member of UNH' s United said Colby.
.
Natior:i:s delegation.
Randrriere said, "We want to
Brook Boyer, a vice-president transcend American attitudes
of the UNH Internationals, said while at th~ model U.N., and
the four day ·c onference will become citizens of the country
represent over 150 schools from we represent. We want to have
the U riited States and abroad. the political attitude of the
He said over 1390 people in- country, considering their recluding stude~t.s and faculty ligion, food, and customs.~ '
advisors wiH attend the ·event.
: . David Kindi, an International
Each school submitted a list relations major focusing on
of 10 countries they would like China and the Soviet Union, said
to represent, said Christine "We want to see if we can pull
Charest, member of the· UNH this delegation off as a country,
Internationals . Algeria is the as a group, not as individuals."
delegation's first choice, said
Kinch said, "We have to go
Charest.
into the conference with the
"We have a tremendous mindsetofthecountry.Wewant
amount of sources on campus, the whole thing to be as realistic
both faculty and graduate stu- as possible."
'dents" to represent Algeria, said
Charest said students will "get
Charest.
to see the bureaucracies that
The delegation will hear by exist in the U.N. system and the
Dec. 10 which couhtry they will · diHicu·lties that our decisionrepresent . Charest said other makers are up against. We will
·countries'chosen included: Sene- be faced with time constraints,
gal, Ivory Coast, Turkey, East cultural difference·s and coping
Germany, and Hungary.
with national· interests versus
Charest said the students in global concerns."
the group have "strengths in
Kirich said that accompanknow ledge of Afric.u.1 countries ying the U .N . conference will
·w;ith : pa:s:~ links ·to: I?urope; stich be leq.ures . and sy-mpos.iums
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. given by professors and U .N_.
representatives.
The delegation estimates they
will need about $3,200 to cover
the cost of the conference, which
includes hotel, registration and
traveling expenses, said Boyer.
Colby said that since the
delegation is "promoting the
University in academic endeavors," the delegation will approach the Student's Activity
Fee Council (SAFC), the political science department, the
Center for International Perspectives, and the communica. tions department for funding.
Randmere said "there are a
lot of unutilized resources in
the community. I don't see any
reason why we wouldn't be able
to get funding." .
Boyer said the delegation
cannot send any more students
to the conference, other than
the 17 they already have because
of cost. He said more students ·
are needed. to do research.
At the conference, Charest
said there will be four major
councils , on which to serve
including:·
- Organization of African
Unity
- European Summit
- Security Council
-Or·g anization of American
States · ·

Explaining the finer points of skis and ski sales. A salesperson
peddling skis in the MUB yesterday. (Mark DesRochers photo)
make decisions, I think it is
important that we .~aise the

This offer may not be combined With any of.!er or g1tt cert1r1cateRESERVATIONS R~_C_OMMENDED 431-0994 ..

. SAVE. $6°0. . . ,

Momtavi.

\h-11·, l>.1~ ~
""" m.an ""''" ~ 00~
on ? p1:r I fli_ r.-nt~ ,

Charest also said the conference would focus on other issues
including drug trafficking, aid
packages and arms control.
Charest said "Whether or not
we sway the minds of those who ·
are actual.!J /n the position tq
.
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international interest at the
student level. ~ '
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GENERAL~~1:0N-$12.so
ATTHELAKESREGION ROLLERSKATING CENTER
RT. 11 GILFORD, N.H.
.-

""

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT AIJ. TICKETRON/TELETRON
LOCATIONS OR CHARGE TICKETS ,
BY CALLING 1-800-382-8080

-

MANCHESTER
TED HERBERTS MUSIC MART
INNERLIGHTRECORDS

Ie

KFOR MORE IN FORMATION J:
I
. CALL 2050) .
1•

•

••

:
•
•
:

i~N~~cco

•
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LACONIA
LACONIA HOUSE OF PIZZA
GREENLAWSMUSIC
-

GILFORD
SKATE CENTER BOX OFFICE

-=- : .
/

:

(Across fr~m Laconia Airport)

WED. N 0 v . ·19' 6 P'. M. :
SULLIVAN ROOM, MUB : i~'b~~oMUsic
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Special
:BORDEN
Appears Live With
Wednesday
Nov.Guest
2&, 1986uzz1E
For One
Spectacular show :•
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SK I SA LE
-AN D SW AP!
In New England

's
With Grossman
supplier of lumber

come to
the annua l
NHO C sale in the
GRA NIT E
ST ATE ROOM ,
MUB
NOV. 13-15
THU RSDA Y
9-7
FRID AY
.9-5
SA'fU RDA Y

Grossman's, the number one
and building materials in the Northeast , is looking
for career minded people. The construct ion market
~s one .of the country's most rapidly expandin g
industries. We have exception al growth opportunities for ambitious individual s to join our success.

Contr actor Sales Trainees
If Y?U are an ambitious person with strong organi-

za~1onal ~nd communi cative ability, good people
skills, a h1~h . level o~ energy and preferably building

construct ion experienc e; we'll provide all the tools
and the training you need to build a successful sales
.
career including:

•Outstan ding training program
• Very competitive wage structures
• Excellent medical coverage
• Employee discounts
•Paid vacations and holidays
•Tuition reimburse ment
Intereste d candidate s should send resumes, or
contact Bob Young, Departme nt C, Grossman's, 85
North Broadway, Salem, NH 03079.
An equal opportunity employer.

GRO SSm Rn· s
'
New Hampshi re Outing Club
University of New Hampshire - Durham, N.H. 03824

We Ne ed You!
The NHO C needs 2 peop le to
help out in Our office. The first
is a secre tary posi tion ahd the
seco nd is that of Busi ness ·
Man ager . Both. are paid posi tions and reqµ'it~ 10:-20 hrs per
·, :·_,\· ~:,·, ·'
w .e e k .
. The Fireside Program is an organizati on that uses the outdoors as an
experient ial medium for learning more about yourself 'and others_ If
you are interested in developing personal Jeadership skills, and co-leading
wildernes s or special topic trips for students, faculty and staff of the
·
University next semester, please...

Y.!. .
DON'T B--E SHY .. ..APPL:
.
'

We're open to everyone who is in any way affiliated with UNH. Pick
up applicatio ns in room 109 N.H. H~ll a.nd drop. '..em .off there too! If
you have-any questions (at all) com~ t9 th._<;: N.H. !{all A_~t,11,nni Rm anytime
between 6:00-6:30 p.m. on Tuesdays ... or call 'Mike Gass: 862 -2024.

APP LI CATI ON DEAD LINE
IS FRI. NOV . ~,-~41~s1rtt'··."
.

-

>;"'!

,.~. ·;' ~'-

•' ·····:'!

G Il-EA T ,£ X'" P.ER IEN CE .
Pleas e COme .by and · apply now l
R1n 129,.MUB , 862 - 2145.

'A sk for Debb ie or_[)an.

~ ·~
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Sidel discusSes he_i;l.lth care':
Dr. Victor Sidel, president
of Physicians for Social .R~,spon .
sibilii:y, will be visiting DNH
on Monday, Nov. 17, to discuss
"What's Wrong with :the U.S.
Health Care System."
·
The meeting wi[ centq ,on .
problems within the American ·
medical system such 2s geriatric .
treatment and health care costs. :~
Bob Puddy, associate dean in
the School of Health Studies
said, "Side! has some very strong
views cm how health care should

a:C

ac

as ...

be treated in the U.S. Be is affiliate of thelnternational
dissa·r isfied with the Reagan Physicians for the Prevention
administration's policies."
of Nuclear War, was awarded
Sidel is an author and expert the 1985 Nobel Peace Prize. . ·
on health care in China and will · The discussion will be held
be the ninth guesr of the School in the Granite State room of the
of Health Studies' Distinguished MUB at 8 p.m. Tickets are free,
Lecturer series . }le h :.1·:-; written . and may either be picked up at
two books with his wife on the MUB ticket off ice in person
health work .a nd is .a professor or requested by phone.
of soc:ial medicine at Montef iore
"I think the people who come
Medical Center/ Albert Einstein · will definitely be interested by
College of Medicine in New what he has to say," said Puddy.
York City. The Physicians for 'Tm sure he'll be a provocative
Social Resronsihility, the U.S. speaker."

Friday Evenings and Sunday ~fter..i;iooh
Groups have openings for new students
at various levels. ,

[GREEN ACRES]
asr ABLES, INC.

'

1742-33771

.-

As part of an Art Talk series
entitled "Twelve on 20 X 24,"
the work of 12 photographers
will be on view at the galleries
in the University's Paul Creative .
Arr Center through December
ll. The exhibition features
photographs produced with the ·
Polaroid 20-inch-hy-24-inch
camera.
The work of-photographer
Melissa Shook will be on exhibit
Tuesday, Nov. 18, at 12:45 p.m.
Shook will discuss the development of her work ·in a slide illustrated lecture. ·
. Shook, a self-'taught photographer is best known for her

photographic self-portraits and · .
an extensive series on her
daughter, Krissy.
. ·~I can easily ignore rocks,
sand, trees," Shook has written.
"I am bound tO human clues,
facial expressions, body lan guage, silent signals, demands."
Shook's work has been displayed in England, Sweden, and
the U.S. Her prints are in the
permanent collection of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
and the Museum of Modern Art
in New York.
Shook has taught at the New
School in New York, Massachussetts Institute of Technology, the International Center

Dr.' Lew'is E. Palosky-·- .
Optometrist

Art talk to feature Shook
By Karen DiConza

... ZC ..

Equita:tion

/

By Ned Woody

PJ,\G.E; .NJ~E

for Photography, Emerson College, and University of Massachussetts in Boston.
The Art Talk series is free and
open to the public. It is spon sored by the University Art
Galleries and the Department
of Arts. Partial funding for the
event was provided by the New
England Foundation for the
Arts, Cambridge, MA.
·

Large selection of Serengeti, Bucci, Vuarnet, and Ray Ban-sunglasses

-eye cootact unlim.ited -. In the Old Harbour District
Open, Mon-Sat, 10 am
123 MARKET STREET, PORTSMOUTH, NH 03801 • 603436-1200

YfJllUJ~©) .film series preserlts

LoCALHERO .

"*proves
* * 1/2hard
*This entrancing comedy
to
resist. A warmly
refreshing movie!'

- Kathleen Carroll. NEW 'r'ORK.DAILY NEWS

"Joyously grown-up, warm-hearted,
and clear-headed. Assured artistry.
Deadpan hilarity!'
- Andrew Sarris. VILLAGE VOICE

"Genuine fairy tales are rare: so is filmmaking that is thoroughly original; Bill
Forsyth's disarming 'Local Hero' is ·
both!'
-Janet MasNn. NEW YORK TIMES

OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year experience that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find
the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique
experience in the developing world.
International firms and government agencies value
the skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps ·
service.
/

CONTACT YOUR FULL-TIME
PEACE CORPS REPRESENTATIVE:

"LOCAL HERO"
An t:ni1m• Production (or Goldcfftt

PETER RIEGERT •DENIS LAWSON
FULTON MACKAY and BURT LANCASTER
Music by MARK KNOPFLER •Produced by DAVID PUTTNAM
Written and Directed by BILL FO~YTH

A~·M~:l~S~~=~;:c!;:::;:o

e:.:~.

Randy Macibnald
'university of New Hampshire
Wolfe House, Gro\Jnd Floor
(Next to Cartpus Ministry)

Office: (603) 862-1880
Hane: (603) 868-3492

SUNDAY NOV ..16.
7 & 9:30
4o see THIS movie.

·

•EYES EXAMINED, GLASSES FIITID
•COMPLETE EYEGLASS SERVICES
with IN-HOUSE LABORATORY
•CONTACT LENS SERVICES
featuring "Feel Safe" Plan:
90 day, 100% refundable fee
No obligation in-office trial
Free one year office visits

Peace Corps

The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love.
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GSL------------------------------(continu,ed from page 1)
be financially able to send a child
to college. Under the old needs
analysis system -this student
would qualify for a GSL.
"The biggest effect (of the
new provisons) will be for
students applying for money
this semester, and students who
are applying for the first time,"
- Craig said. "The biggest cloud
is the pressure (from the federal
government) to be fairly rigid."
Craig said some students will
be negatively affected this semester arid some students may
· not be able to stay in school.
The immediate impact on
students next semester should

be minimal since the majority
of GSL sequests were r~ceived
prior to Oct. 17. "Whenever
there is a major change made
in a program at a University this
large," Craig said, "there will
always be at least one person
who has to leave school."
This one person prny be
Denny Moorehead, a first semester freshman from Yarmouth, Maine. Moorehead is
studying civil engineering,
skates for the hockey team and
is in the ROTC program.
Although he lives with his
mother during the summer,
Moorehead has been self-

sugpor.ting ~or ~.everal years.
Me ts fmancmg one-hundred
percent" of his education. Ne.xt
semester he will receive $1,100
from the GSL.
Out of state tuition and bOard
costs approximately $4400.
Costs for books and living
expenses are additional. "I can't
even say if I'U be back next
semester," Moorehead said.
Moorehead did not recieve
any financial aid first semester.
He worked ten hours a day all
-s ummer, paig board at his
mother's home and managed
to save $2,000. All this money
wept towards his first semester

to

at UNH and he .still had
borrow $1,000; from his grandfather, who Moorehead s;;iid
"really couldn't afford to give
it.''
Now Moorehead has to start
all over again. He was expecting
$2,500 in GSL funds. The check
for $1,100 w.as "a joke," he said,
because he doesn't know where
he'll get the rest of the money.
Moorehead said maybe he
should . have lied on the loan
application forms. "Maybe then
they would heve believed I don't
have a cent for my education."
He is looking into scholar~hips within the civil engineer-

FUNDING

London School of Economics
and Political Science

_(continued from page 1)
average, according ro a U nivers i ty of Nebraska sur:vey cited
in the budget request. UNH's
support ranks sixth among New
England state universities.
Hersh said competing colleges offer more financial aid
to their graduate students. To
attract more graduate students
UNH mcst offer more money
in aid. More graduate students
will result in more lab sections
and discussion sections for large
lecture classes.
The proposed priority funding would be used to _purchase

books, periodicals and journals
for the library. Money will also
be used to continue computerizing the library to electronically
link it with other libraries
nationally, regionally and locally.
The request would meet the
needs of the UNH master's
degree nursing program. UNH
is the only school in New
Hampshire that offers a master's degree in nursing. The
master's nursing degree program will lose its fed:ral sup-

port in 1988. The budget requests funds to cover the
expense of three faculty positions. UNH will absorb a fourth
position and other expenses for
the program.
· ·
According to Hersh it is
important to stress that this is
only a proposed budget request
for the next two years. It is not
possible to ask for everything
that is needed in one budget.
Other future budgets will propose other priorities, said
Hersh.

A chance to study and live in London Junior-year programs, Postgraduate Diplomas, OneYear Master's Degrees and Research Opportunities in
the Social Sciences.
The wide range of subjects includes:Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science • Busi- ~
ness Studies • Economics • Econometrics •
Economic History • European Studies • Geography •
Government • Health Planning • Housing • Industrial
Relations • International History • lnternatio.nalRelations • Law • Managemel")t Science • Operational .
Research • Philosophy, Logic & Scientific Method •
Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban
Planning- • Sea-Use Policy • Social Administration •
Social Anthropology • Social Planning in Developing
Countries • Social Work • Sociology • Social Psychology • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •
Systems Analysis •

------------SEABROOK-----------Dukakis refused to submit the
plans this fall, stating that an
evacuation of the beaches would
be impossible in the summertime.
According to Kyte, New
Hampshire Yankee will get the

(continued from page 1)
plans approved without the
cooperation of Massachusetts.
"They've effectively shut
themselves out of the process,"
said Kyte. He said it is "absolutely legal" to override the state

mg department and talking with
advisors in the financial aid
office. If Moorehead can't afford
to return to UNH next semester
he said he'll probably end up
as ,a carpenter in Yarmouth
taking a few night courses at
the University of Southern
Maine. The prospect doesn't
strike him as pleasant.
Moorehead came to UNH for
the superior hockey team and
the engineering program, both
of which he said are better than
the University of Maine's.
"I like it here, I'd like it much
more if I had enough money to
stay."

Application forms from: ·
Admissions Registrar, Room 10, LS.E.,
Houghton Street, London WC2A 2AE, England,
stating whether undergraduate or postgraduate.

government of Massachusetts
to receive approval of the plans
from the federal government.
"I see many delays in the
opening of the plant," said
Susan Schutz of Newbury, MA.

LS·E

\
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SYSTEM:

PRISM
ALPHA7000
MATCHED COMPONENT SYSTEM

Features
A880 DC INTECRATED STEREO AMPLI FIER
55 W +50W Output (8 uhn,,,40 Hz-20kHzl
{SOW +SOWOutpuc for FfC lndKat1on)
5-.Band GraphK Equ.tlw:r for Tone Control
f'C'ather TouCh E.ltctronK Funcuon Seht Conrrol
CD Input for D1g1ul Audio Component
7 LED/CH fba.vtr Lcvd Meters.

D<:cho-D<ck Dubbing upaln lity (Tap< 1-Tap/2)
6 lfD Function lndJCacors

Suggested
Retail
$135-0.95

Dealer
Cost
$784.80

T880 AM/FM STEREO TUNER
5

~~;~~=~~~~ {cr~~~z~u~u;~rTun1ng
FM Auto/tv\ono tv\odc Sekctor (w ith Muung Function)
Mulu-FunctKm FL Display.
FM AurD Scan Tuning
Last Channtl Memory Funlt ton
p.68()

FULLY AlflDMATiC TURNTABLE
Belt Dnvt System
EleccronKally Controlled L1_rn:.irTrack1ng Tom·arm
P-Mounr Plug-fo Du.:il Magnc_t Type C.urndge
(with Diamond Scylus}
FC Servo DC tv\ot0r
Alummum Alloy O.rcasr Turntable
Automaoc: R.t!cord·S1zelSpecd Searcher

EXCITEMENT
IS FOR THE BIRDS.

Soar above·the treetops. Skim over ri~ers. Fly through t.he
night. It's all in a day's work to an Army helicopter pilot.
. · With our Warrant Officer Flight Training Program, you'll learn
all it takes _to keep 2, 000 pounds of high,tech excitement in the_air. To
qualify, you'll need a high school diploma, and preferably two or more
years of college, in addition to completing Army basic training. ·
When you finish the flight training, you'll be an Army pilot.
And you thought only birds got to wear wings. See your local Army
Recruiter to find out more.

~acFunmon

Slim·L1nc Profile wnh All ·Frent Cont rols

Audiophile's
Price
$689.00

V450X CASSETTE TAPE DKK
Smooth aod Soft Touch Control Syst<m.
dbx .. and Dolby B, C Noise R<duwon.
LED ~ak Program Lcvd Mems
6112 SPEAKER SYSTEM
,
12· ~fer, 3.Way 3 Spcalo:r Syst<m
Boole Shelf, Ba.,.. R<fkx Typ< '
120 W Maximum ~r lnpucs
AR·800 AUDIO RACK
DduXC" Furniture Type.
Top and From Glass Doors

OPTICNAL
PD-300 COMPACT DISC PLAYER

Capt. Curro in Portland - (207) 780-3611

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
IN THE
BIG -RED
BARN
122 LAFAYETIE RD., RT. 1, N. HAMPTON, NH 03862 • (603) 964-7115
I

!
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Editorial
Loan cutback s leave some behind
and taking out loans that his parents should
be paying his or her way. Most likely, the
student (and the parents) will laugh.
UNH Director of Financial Aid Richard
Craig said b~cause of the tightened restrictions "some students will not be able
to stay in school." This is an understatement,
to say the least. It seems the University
and the federal government are working
in separate directions on this matter - UNH
is trying to keep more students from leaving
school, and the federal government is
forcing them out by tightening their funds.
. The GSL cutbacks will unarguably deny
many students a college e~ucation. In a
country that relies on today's college
students for its future, it is a sad occurence
indeed.

·her own education.
According to a spokesperson for the New
Hampshire Higher Education Association,
a major premise of the tightening of
eligibility requirements is that a student's
family has primary responsibility for
absorbing educational costs.

The federal government has struck again.
With tpe federal deficit going out of control,
the Reagan administration has decided to
cut deeply into student financial aid. It isn't
enough that the food stamp program was
cut by more than half - recipients who used
to get $152 a month are now getting $61
a m·onth~ It isn't enough that the Social
Security program will be unamanagable
by the time .today's college students are
eligible for the funding. Now college loans
ar~ being attacked.

· This is undoubtedly an irrational premise.
Many, .many students are paying their own
way through school because their parents
are unable to afford the price of tuition.
To lower the amount of money these
students are going to receive on the premise
that the parents should be paying is wrong
and hinges on discrimination. Try telling
a student who is paying for his or her own
education by working 20-30 hours a week

The government has decided to tighten
eligiblity requirements for the Guaranteed
Student Loan. The GSL is the backbone
of the student aid program. It gives the
student an opportunity to finance his or

Foru111

We are enraged at Ms. Schmitt's
suggestion that South Africa be
partitioned into separate nations
To the Editor:
for black and white. We are enraged,
We are writing in response to
but we are also saddened. When will
the article entitled "South Africawe recognize that we are all human
Continuation" which appeared in beings here on the same planet?
The New Hampshire on Friday, Apartheid must die and a united
October 24th. Despite the fact that South Africa must remain. Diversity
we both have very demanding is a great strength in a nation and
schedules, we felt compelled to in our world. We hope that we on
respond to this article because it earth can be strong enough to
obscures the real issue in South · overcome our fears anq prejudices
Africa- apartheid.
before it is too late and they have
Ms. Schmitt questions how many destroyed us.
of us would be willing to surrender
We must work together to end
the future of our government, racism and discrimination - in
a
to
lives
business and personal
South Africa, in this country and
hostile race that outnumbers us five
in our own hearts. This is the real
to one. We presume she is asking issue.
us to identify with white South
Africans and that the phrase "hostile
Carlos Gonzalez
race" refers to the black citizens
Meg Peterson
of South Africa. Ms. Schmitt seems
to assume that her audience is
•••
entirely white - a fact which is
revealing in itself. Be that as it may,
we would ask Ms. Schmitt to
To the Editor:
consider just who is hostile to whom
I would like to applaud what is
and on what foundation the perquickly becoming my favorite part ·
sonal, business and goverµment
of The New Hampshire. Sonia
lives of white South Africans are
Schmitt's satirical columns have
founded. All that the "hostile race"
left my co-workers and I roaring
·is demanding is the right to live
with laughter each Friday afteras free human beings regardless
noon. Her column on the nonof the amount of melanin in their
militaristic ROTC (hey, let's go
skins. We fail to see what Ms.
practice a bombing raid!) was good
Schmitt, or the white South Afrifor a few laughs. Her piece on
cans find-so threatening about that.
homecoming was a good comic
We would also submit that if Ms.
send-up of the whole HasenSchmit t wishes to discuss human
fus / soldier of fortune controversy.
But Sonia's coup de grace has beeni
rights abuses in the Soviet Union,
she do it in a separate article.
her parody of the Reagan adminHuman rights abuses in other parts
istration's stance on apartheid.
of the world are not a justification
Sonia's last two articles match the
for continuing to support apartheid
best work of Garry Trudeau. I really
in South Africa. The issue in South
feel The New Hampshire has a
comic genius on its hands. Sonia
Africa is racism- the same racism
could go from writing for The New
that eats like a cancer at our own
Hampshire to writing for Saturday
society. Racism is the evil that will
destroy us if we do' not face and
Night Live. Move over "Doonesbury," here c6mes Sonia Schmitt.
overcome it all over the world.
Human rights are not negotiable
Worthen Muzzey
items. They are not granted by
governments, or by one group to.
another. No one owns anyone else's
rights. Whites in South Africa need
not "surrender their rights to the
black majority." They need only
recognize the fundamental equality
To the Editor:
and undeniable rights of all human
I wish to take this space to ask
be~~~s.
a simple question. What is wron&

ROTC
..

';

\

'

with the military, in general, ana
on campus in specific? Recently in
these pages the arguments have
flown fast and furious creating
much debate but little clarification.
Of the many flaws within our
military, I shall focus on only two
interconnected ones hel'e. These
flaws · are the objective of the
military and the method used to
achieve that objective.
The objective of the military is
to impose the will of the United
States government on those who
may not want it. This denies the
right of self-determination to foreign people
To achieve its goal the rriilitary
utilizes at least two interconnected
manifestations of method. The first
is to deny human attributes to the
enemy, whether domestic or foreign. The second is to use violence.
The first is a crucial prerequisite
to the second .
The essence of the military is
apparent in its method much more
obviously than in its goals. This
essence can be summed up in two
words: Organized Violence.
For hundreds of years the ethic
of "Western" society has been the
Judea-Christian "Do unto others ... "
ethic. The objective of the military
comes into direct fundamental'
conflict with this ethic. The only
way out of the conflict is to deny
the attributes of humanity to the
objects of military activity. The guilt
associated with the breaking of the
credo is then absolved. It is almost
impossible for most people to do
violence tp an individual if a high
degree of subjective human affinity
is felt towards that person. It is with
the destruction of feelings of human
affinity that violence against other
humans becomes easier.
Cadet Willett, among others, has
argued that the military does not
teach its members to view their
foreign counterparts (whether
civilian or military) as sub human.
Contrary to this position, however,
countless examples abound. My
personal memory extends from Viet
Nam and the racist depictions of
the Vietnamese to the epithets
directed at, various Arab people and
groups, as well as to Palestinians
and Persians in the 1970-1980's.
More recently are the "Mad Dog"

epithets directed at . Khadafy, and
President Reagan 's "Empire ot
Evil" speech. Further back are the
comparisons of the TaoanesP t"
monkeys in World War II, as well
as the racist epithets direc ted at
the Germans and the Italians. This
is of course merely a pa.rtial list.
In every case the denial of human
essence was a device to make the
perform ~ ng of violence on these
people more acceptable· to the
general population, as well as
easier to carry out for the military.
The military, like all institutions,
seeks self preservation. It does this
through subtle and overt manip ulation of values and information.
The ROTC program is just a tool
to persuade the public that the
military embodies desirable goals.
Indeed, the existence of ROTC on
campus gives legitimacy and even
prestige to the teaching of violence
and hatred. Through such methods
as denigrating the views of pacifists
and practitioners of nonviolence
by calling their hold on reality
"tenuous," the military attempts
/

.

.

.

to manipulate the views of the
nation. Manipulating information
to serve a particular end is profoundly non academic. ROTC on
campus furthers the goals of the
military and is therefore antithetical
to the goals and credo of the
University, and as such should not
be allowed to operate on campus.
Paul Woodburne

A/SEC
To the Editor:
AISEC is the french acronym for
the "International Association of
Students in Business and Economics." The weekend of Octobe~ 1719 w~s very important for the UNH
chapter of AISEC.
The purpose of the fall regional,
which was held at the Sheraton-
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An ideal's death song
By Daniel T. Graves

Comm on bonds across
the borders ByKristyMarkey
I'll always remember the searching,
longing, and questioning as I walked
down the streets of Nicaragua with
the other members of my delegation.
The North Americans in our tour group
were stared at the most because of our
white skin, but we neyer received an
·u.nfriendly- g1a'nce· o"r gesture. I became
copscious of my $300 camera, draped
_casually around my neck, symbolizing
my wealth and status. I became painfully a ware of my citizenship to a
country that has caused.the Nicaraguans
so much misery. I wondered why the
people on the streets returned my
smiles instead of spitting on me.
I was in . .Managua,
.
the capital city
,~f Nicaragua when the United States
Senate voted to give the contras $100
million on August 14. Five of us from
the U.S. were outraged and depressed,
but the Canadians and Latin Americans
participating in the church program
with us only shrugged. Everyone in
Nicaragua knew the aid package would
pass, j'ust as they know the U.S. will
someday complete the invasion of their
country.
'
Outside the United States, the world
is watching the American military bases
springing up in Honduras and Costa
Rica, multiplying the military presence
in those countries by five times. Europe
is following the illegal activities of the
CJ.A. in Central America and the court
case against Eugene Hasenfus, the
American shot down over 'Nicaragua
while delivering supplies to the contras.
Everyone but the U.S. citizens are
seeing through Reagan's lies about U.S.
involvement in Central America.
The contras, a mercenary force
organized by General John Singlaub
under Reagan.'-s secret orders in 1981,
have been terrorizing the Nicaraguans
in an attempt to de-stabilize the
Sandinista government. The Sandinista
party,"hulding 67 percent of the seats
in the Ge-neral Assembly and the
presidency, have earned popular support through their organized resistance

and final overthrow of the Somoza
dictatorship. The literacy campaign
· which lowered the illiteracy rate from
60 percent to 20 percent, the land
reforms which gave peasants farmland
to grow crops and feed their families
and the health reforms which socialized
medicine were instrumented and carried out by the Sandinista government
after the revolution. The contras will
never defeat the Sandinistas, nor can
they boast of the love and dedication
many officials in the Sandinista government show for the Nicaraguan
people.
I returned to the U.S. three days
before the fall semester started. I found
myself in Durham after a month in
Nicaragua, and I was overwhelmed bu
the ignorance and apathy of college
students who have the power and
intelligence to transform the world.
U.S. citizens who have access to
education are among the most powerc.. i
people in the world. We must spcan.
up for the oppressed people of the
world and change our governments's
unjust foreign policies.
I remember one pair of eyes in
particular during my travels in Nicaragua. They were the eyes of a Sandinista soldier, probably 18 years old,
who watched me and my Canadian
friends walking down a road in Esteli.
We were returning from a bar late one
night, laughing and enjoying the warm
evening . The soldier's eyes glittered
in the darkness as he leaned against
a wall, on guard duty for the night. He,
watched us with his tired, wistful eyes,
perhaps thinking of a day when he could
do the same with his friends and not
have to guard the city against a contra
attack. He was probably wishing, like
so many people in both the U .S. and
Nicaragua, that the war was over.
Kristy Markey is a junior English major
who often reports fi:>rThe New Hampshire.
She is involved with the Committee 011
Central America (COCA).

The demise of the minidorms is
before us. Residential life has informed
Richardson, Sackett, Woodruff, and
Marston houses that any group on
campus has an open chance to take
them over. These houses will lose their
special interest housing status and the
residents will be subject to the lottery.
Perhaps it was inevitable. The
minidorms are an idealistic idea of the
Sixties. They were established with
the thought that people with the same
interests could live together in greater
'~ harmony than that of the amorphouse
conglomeration that exists in other
dorms. Minidormers were exempt from
the lottery SO' that older residents could
preserve a continuity and pass down
learning to newer residents. Perhaps

this beautiful idea could never survive
the cynicism of the Reagan era. The
Eighties have brought to bear great
stereotypes and prejudices against the
minis with the malice that those who
have lost their idealism always hold
toward those who have not. Indeed,
it is remarkable that the minidorms
have survived this long.
So now only Hall and Eaton houses
will remain; the last bastion qf beautiful
ideas gone by. Forward the Eighties
move, outward the cynicism spreads.
One can only hope that these islands
of a more hopeful era remain unbroken
by the scourge of history.

Daniel T Graves is a resident ofHall House..
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High quaHty
••
entertai nment systems ,
cost a little more. ·
.But this. week tJley
cost a little less•.
Until Sunday, November 23rd, Tweeter has
state-of-the-art stereo systems at special prices
_guaranteed to be the lowest in the state.,
Bang & Olufsen's New 5500 System

>

The new 5500 from Bang & Olufsen is one of the most sophisticated music
systems ever made. It consists of a high-performance digital receiver; a
programmable compact disc player; an auto-reverse cassette deck with Dolby
B,C and HX; a computerized turntable with linear tracking tonearm; B&O's new
"Penta" computerized column speakers with built-in 150-watt amps; a )
Master Control Panel that operates the entire system. Plus, with optional
"Master Link" terminals and extension speakers, the remote panel can
control tM. systcn from any room in your
house (special wiring
required). Perhaps
the world's ultimate
stereo system.

$

. 9
59 5

Bang&Olufsen
of Denmark

The Spectrum Series From Kenwood
For years, Kenwood Spectrum Series rack stereo systems have been some of
our best-sellers. That's because they've consistently offered more power and
features for the money. And the new Spectrum Series offers even more power,
more features and more performance.
·

< Spectrum 358 Sys~m
80-watt-per-channel amp with equalizer,
digital AM/FM tuner, semi-automatic turntable, dual cassette deck with Dolby, 3-way
floor-standing speakers,
audio cabinet with glass
door and casters.

$

599

Spectrum 758 System

>

Preamp with video inputs and equalizer,
125 w/ch power amp, digital AM/FM tuner,
dual cassette deck with Dolby B&C, programmable compact disc player, full system
wirelessYemote,-threeway floor-sta~ding
speakers, cabinet.

s1f 199
< NEC's Audio-Video System

With Unified Remote Control.
NEC's new audio-video system gives you a complete, high-performance
home entertainment system that is operated by one remote control.
Here's what's in the system: • a 130-watt-per-channel amplifier with
three surround-sound processors (including Dolby Surround) • a
digital, push-button AM/FM tuner • a programmable compact disc
player with 3-beam laser pickup • a dual cassette deck with Dolby
B&C • a programmable VHS VCR with MTS decoder, HQ circuitry and
"VHS HiFi" super-fidelity stereo sound • a professional-quality 26-inch
color monitor TV with flat-square tube and MTS stereo • three-way
full-range loudspeakers • a beautiful
cabinet to hold it all• "unified"
wireless remote control.

$

3 f.19.5·
Not

Offer Ends Sunday, November 23rd
SOUTH NASHUA
NASHUA
520 Amherst St. Pheasant Lane Mall
888-7900
sao- 1300

NEWINGTON
Fox Run Mall
431-9700

MANCHESTER
Mall of N .H
627-4600

re5P00si~

for typographical errors.
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/Jn"/ /t Romantic Strikes the.Funny Bone
By Jim Carroll
audience stand? Paul Stuart is encounter with cooking :• a
Janie Blumberg' s mother overplayed to the point of chicken. At first she is afraid
wears pink and blue dancing embarrassment; perhaps inten- to touch the chicken, but soon
leotards and fluorescent green tionally, but overdone just the graduates to dancing it around
gloves. Her boyfriend's cousin same. One gets· the feeling that the coffee table, performing a
is named Shlomo, and her James Secrest has not had little rnock-folli<:s. Funny stuff.
Possibly the most consistently
boyfriend's father is called the enough experience with being
"popover king." This is life as a jerk. Too bad for him.
funny characters are Janie's
Janie's boyfriend Marty, mother and father, Simon and
it should be.
Isn 1t It Romantic is a comedy played by Neal Lerner, is better Tasha Blumberg (Franklin
written by Wendy Wasserstein done, but still flawed. Marty is Brown and Maxine Taylorbeing performed at Theater by a bit of a drip (I'm being kind), Morris.) They are odd people.
the Sea until Dec 7. Janie and well he should be. The idea They are the personification of
Blumberg (]ill Holden), the is that he is not made for Janie. every Jewish parent stereotype,
main character of this funny but Be that as it may, 11ny intelligent but in a way that is lovingly
sowewhat stiff production, is · person is not a drip 24 hours funny, not racially stupid. Simon
the sanity in the middle of chaos. a day. He uses cute little nick- is the ordinary father who works
Isn t It Romantic is not a run - names like monkey and sweetie, and ffever changes, and Tasha
of-the-mill, slap-stick comedy. and he expects that life is so is a not so ordinary mother; a
This play has intelligence and simple that when Janie says "I bizarre woman who lives for
reality while at the same time love you" she means,'Tll do your interpretive dance. "Always
retaining an air of the.ridiculous. laundry and have your children. dress nice. Yorr never know who .
Set in New York City, the play Please pay my rent for me." All you might meet when you're
focuses on the attempts of Janie of this is intended, but Lerner taking out the garbage, :· is a
and her friend Harriet (Deborah is not too convincing. Again, sample of Tasha's endless
Jean Templin) to deal with the one gets the feeling that Lerner stream of wisdom. What is a
looming prospects of careers doesn't know what it is to be man like Simon doing married
and marriages, and to settle into a twerp. Emotional scenes be- to Tasha? They are a funny
a life in the world of adults. They tween Marty andJanie lack valid couple.
Another good pair ate Harbumble about, trying to figure emotion. Lerner doesn't look
out which is the career minded mad when he is supposed to be. riet and her mother Lillian
yuppie and which is the mar- He looks more like he's trying (Joanne Bayes.) Harriet is most
riage type, and it is the bumbling to decide what to have with his definitely her mother's dau.gh - ter. They are both confident,
bagel.
that provides the comedy.
But despite these flaws, Isn 1t career -minded women with
The story as a whole is very
good, but minor bits of acting It Romantic is a very funny play. supposeqly no need to be slowed
leave something to be desired. While trying to break the ice down- by any serious romantic
Some of the characters are too when she first meets Paul relationships. Both are believStuart, Janie brings up the able characters, Lillian more so
overly strange.
One such character is Paul subject of artificial insemina- tha,n Harriet. They are not as
Stuart, played by James Secrest. tion, ·and announces,'Tm not funny as Simon and Tasha, or
The man is obviously meant to driving across the country to _ Janie and Marty, but th~y are
be an ov_erbearing, chauvinist inseminate myself with a turkey
Janie (Jill Holden) gets some advice from her father Simon
jerk, dragging Harriet around baster." Consider this joke par
(Franklin .Brown) in a _scene from Theater by the Sea's production
like a little boy's play thing, but for the course. Janie also breaks
ROMANTIC, page 16
of Isn 1t It Romantic. (Photo by Andrew Edgar Photography)
how much of a jerk can the up the audience with herfirst
1

Pretending to be ·the Same

· The Pretenders
Get Close
Sire Records
By Arthur Lizie
The Pretenders' fourth album, Get Close, is a major
disappointment. Not that it is
a bad album, but after 1984's
Learning To Drawl, arguably the
best record of that year, this
album is pale by comparison.
A bit of the creative spark seems
to have left Chrissie Hynde and
company, definitely not corning
up with much that is worth the
two and one half year's wait. The
most exciting song is not even

be on music and fun, not getting
something on the shelves in
time for Christmas.
Unfortunately. the first
avenue towards a more commercial product was to drop both
original member Martin
Chambers, the best drummer
on a small kit, and Mach II
bassist Malcolm Foster. Why
was this done? Did Chrissie
think that they might take up
too big a piece of the cover
- which she alone graces? In
addition, a keyboardist has -been
included on every track to fill
out a sound which is already
complete.
Within the sound lies the key
to the second fault. Chris Thomas' production of the first
three albums was incredible:
never too lush, never too sparse.
an original, but a cover of an If you don't notice production,
it is probably good. Enter Jimmy
obscure Jimi Hendrix song.
There seem to be three rea- Iovine and Bob Clearmountain .
sons why this is not the major (surprise! The dynamic duo who
work that it should be, The first produced Once Upon A Time
one can be found in small type for Simple Minds', Chrissie's
on the second side of the inner husband's band) with full and
's leeve beneath a picture of the complicateCl production. Any
Mach III Pretenders: "This rough edges_, very likeable ro\,l.gh
product . was made - without edges, have gone the same way
cruelty to animals." Of course, as the _eenny Tootsie Roll and
as any avid Smiths follower will five cent cigar.
Finally, Chrissie seems to
tell you, this ·sentiment in itself
is not bad. In fact it is pretty nice. have lost all anger and advenThe fault lies in the use of the ture in her lyrics. From the
word "product." Once an artist person who wrote such great
begins to think of his or her angst anthems as "Tattooed
work as a product, the art usually Love Boys" ("You're gonna
suffers for it. The focus should rr.iake .some_ plastic surgeon a

rich man") and "Bad Boys Get Hynde originals. Too many
Spanked," we get "When I keyboards and too little rocking
Change My Life" ("Together bog down all of these numbers,
,for the rest of our lives/ Happy none of which are particularly
for ever and ever") and "My memorable.
Finally, the band revs · its
Baby" (C'mon baby / Take my
hand/ Cmon baby/ To the fove- engines for ''Oancef" This umpland"). Life with Jim Kerr seems teenth rewrite of the Bo Diddley
to have mellowed her out and beat is a fun' and funky rocker.
now she ·is planted firmly in the The song pleasurably bujlds to
a neo-psychadelic groove with
middle of the road.
·
Hynde, the only original a great guitar solo. This is more
member left, handles songw- like it. You can even hum the
riting, vocals, and rhythm guitar chorus after a few listens.
The side ends on an uplifting
chores. Robbie Mcintosh is back
on guitar for his second disc. note with "Tradition of Love,"
Newcomers inhabit the rhythm a bring.:.out-the-Bics-and-wavesection, with T.M. Stevens on ' the -arms-a-la-Purple Rain
bass and ex-Haircut number.
The second side opens with
100/ Bunnyman drummer Blair
Cunningham pounding the the first single, "Don't Get Me
skins. For those of you keeping Wrong." This is a great pop
score, this brings to four the song: catchy cho.rus, good dance
number of ex-Pretenders, two beat, and believable lyrics. "I
of whom are still able to cash Remember You" is mid-period
Tom Petty while "How Much
royalty checks.
Also lending a" hand are Did You Get For Your Soul" is ·
(shiver me timbers!) Simple enjoyable Talking Heads-ish
Minds' drummer Mel Gaynor, funk.
"Chill Factor'' is the record's
violinist Shanker, Attraction's
bassist Bruce Thomas, Talking most unmemorable number. It
Heads keyboardist Bernie Wor- sounds like a typical "Happy
rell, and drummers Simon Phil- Days" slow dance song. "Hymn
lips and Steve Jordan, from Pete to Her" sounds like Anne MurTownshend_and Paul Shaffer ray or Tanya Tucker, two people
respectively. This may even be The Pretenders should not
more musicians than have sound like.
Lastly comes the album's best
played in Yes. The first side starts very
slowly with "My Baby," "When
HYNDE, page 16
I Change My Life," and "Light
of the Moon," the former two
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-HYNDE-__...,..-ROMANTIC
(continued from page 15)
song, the show stopper "Room
Full of Mirrors." This Hendrix
track was the highlight of the
band's 1984 Centrum show, and
the same intensity shown then
is present here. Not surprisingly, this Steve Lillywhite (U2,
Big Country, XTC, Rolling
Stones) produced track is performed by the old band,
Chambers, Foster, and touring
keyboardist Rupert Black. The
world needs more of this. Long
live the wah-wah pedal!
Get Close is not what it could
have been, but you cannot always
expect to get a miracle whenever
you wish for one. Hopefully this
combo will pack as much punch
in the live show as the last two
incarnations of the band did.
If they can even come close,
do not wait too long to pick up
a ticket to see them with Big
Audio Dynamite Dec. 11 at The
Centrum in Worcester.

(continued from page 15)
funny_in that they are so career
minded. The.ir one-track, success
oriented personalities are a tad
exaggerated, but not to the point
o.f embarrassment like with Paul
Stewart. They give the audience
the impression that they could
melt human flesh with one nasty
glance.

lsn 't It Romantic is a ·very
good p lay, despite its minor
flaws. The tickets are a bit
expensive, but worth the money.
Consider that for $18.50_, lsn 't
It Romantic is a better value
than paying $4.50 to see Police
Academy 11. While they ~ay
both be entertaining in their
own ways, Isn't It Romantic is
most definitely a better quality
production.

The best way to reach
10,000 people
is thr·o ugh the classifieds

-Personal-For Sale-Help Wanted- Services-Housing
-Lost & Found-Rides-Travel-Yard Sales-Sports

The.New Hampshire

RATES: $1.00 for 2..0 words per insertion
Each additional run: $1.00
All ads MUST be prepaid
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llARNS

(continued from page 3)
was going to happen and so she
ran to her house on Garrison
and hoped they would pass .
Instead, the students threw
snowballs at her house and
subsequently broke one of the
front windows.
Donnell said she is not
pleased with the damage that
occurred to her residence.
"We're mad because we'll- have
to pay for it and we did not do
anything. I'm ·sure it will come
out of our damage deposit."
The last place the students
went was the lawn of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon. There they met
fraternity members who threw
snowballs and then eggs back
at the crowd. The eggs dispersed
the crowd along with another ·
appeara.nce of Durham and
UNH Public Safety Police.
In a related incident that

(continued from page ·6)
occurred three hours later, proven unsubstantial. ·True, the a must to be granted housing.
20 sru'dents, somec wearing ' horses do pass manure in 'm any · Rabbe, for instance, is a
Christensen sweatshirts, bom- parts of the stables, and it does mQnications major. All that is
barded Congreve Hall with have an unpleasant smell, but required of students is that they
snowballs. Two bathroom win- the stalls are cleaned daily. The show an interest in animals.
The life in the horse barns
dows were broken. Water dam- smell does not car-ry past the
age was reported from snow- immediate vicinity of the stables is a different one. It is a life of
balls flying through open windows. themselves. Once outside the work, but a life of rewards. The
Ric -Dube, a resident assistant stables, the odor vanishes. In students here get both the
at Congreve, was not happy with the words of Jim Depres, "the benefit of the animals and the
the window . breaking in his aroma com~s from the cow benefit of free hO'µsing . The
dorm. "l can't believe students barns . The horses don't smell University benefits too. The
horses receive loving care from
.
are running around breaking .at all."
Although most of the stu- people who have a genuine
things," said Duoe. "Don't they
realize that someone has to pay dents living in this area have concern for their wetl-being.
animal-relate<l majors, it is not
for their fun?"

llllllCll PIPlll

com-

16,278 _to choose from-all
subjects .
Order· ca't'alog today with
Visa/MC or COD
In Coll. (213) 477-8226

or ru~ $2.00 to:
Research Assiptance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN,
.·Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also
a.iallabte-all tevels

...__....________..

DAISY WHEEL TYPING AND
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
*Specialize in Academic Work*
*Reasonable Rates*

COLOR
COPYING
Sharp color reproductions
available in:
•BY2 x 11;8Y2 x 14•
•transparencies•
··~ enlargements and reductions•
•Quality

DURHAM COPY•spee<l
Jenkins Co~1r.r 868-70) I• Economy

" We give the careful attention your
-

hard work deserves.

Call 868-6678 Free PickUp & Delivery

Work at GREEN ACRES STABLES full time,
New stable manag_ement
. oHers good working conditions

~

,..
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

'NIGMT,_.

- " AT2.T MOVEMcNT ''
SOT tr'S' NO Ptc.NtC
HON'LSI Ler
FOR.
Me TEL«- YOV .. I KA\JEN'T ~EEN ArJLE TO GET

us

wotlK

StNC£

GU£//NICA

L..EFf TW MOOERN .'.'

BLOOM COUNT Y

by Berke Breath ed
Ctel/Kt.Y, JH(J(J6ffr STE'/~, IT
Wl/5 ttMe ro Miii<€ A Kll/JC!ll
IBIP fOf<WllK/1 Cl/Ke:Ef<-W/66.

(continued from page 3)
(PIRG). Richardson said Vermont PIRG opposed the construction of phase one, which
runs through the. northeast
corner of Vermont. The effects
of positive ions, electric and
magnetic fields produced by
conductors on the line are
unknown.
"It makes sense to err on the
side of caution and establish
exposure standards" He said,
"We can't rely on the good will
and reputation of the power
companies when it comes to
making public policy decisions."
Representati ves of :both Canada and the New England states
voiced concerns .about high level
radioactive waste disposal. Charles Fausold, Enviropmen tal
Program Director of Nt;w England Govenors Conference Inc.,said that 10,000 metric tons
of high level radioactive waste
is stored in the U.S. on individual reactor sites . He said this
number is expected to increase
up to 40,000 to 50,000 metric
tons by the year 2000.
Fausold said the Department
of Energy (DOE) ha~ been
- searching for a central repository site since 1982, but has
been unsuccessful in s•e curing
any sites. He said DOE also faces
three law suits and ·possible
deletion of funding by Congress.
Claude Barraud, Nuclear Coordinator.of Environmen~ Eanada
?aid opposition t6~ 11'.Udear fa~ilties and nuclear wastes is due
to a Jack of credibility oLfodustry, government, and .st:ientist.
"Industry talks, talks, ·talks, but
doesn't listen to the people."
, He s'aid Environmen t Canada
tries to ''put public oprnion in
as pad of the decision process,
so not to have; surprises or dead
locks."
According to director of the
Energy Conservation CoaJitioq.
John Markowitz Americans use
40 percent more energy than
our European counterparts with
the same standard-of living.
"We're living in a new era of
energy planning," Markowitz
said, "where conservation has
to be considered as a resource
option."

-vETE_R ANS-

SHOE

by Jeff MacNel/y

(continued from page 3)
: lunteers are fraternal service
organization s of Air Force and
Army ROTC respectively.
Earlier in the day, members
. of Arnold Air Society held a vigil
beneath the POW-MIA flag
which flew below the American
· flag on the Thompson Hall
flagpole. From 4 p.m. Monday
until 10 a.m. Tuesday, pairs .of
cadets stood one-hour watches.
Squadron members not assigned a _shift brought hot
chocolate and moral support.
The Field House flagraising
ceremony was directed by UNH
junior Scott Reed, commander
·· of the Harl Pease, Jr. Squadron.

....•········••·••·••····••···•····
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Physical education majors: Immediate preholiday gymnastics teaching position,
preschool to 12 yea~s. Also: full time
summer W.S.1., gymnastics field sports.

I

82 Citation, 2 dr. hatchback, 84k miles,
well maintained, new c lutch, brakes,
exhaust, spo iler tires , $1600 or best offer.
'
Call 207 -658-4204
Jet black Memphis Gibson Ser Paul Copy
guitar for sale. 3 tone pick up switch,
volume/t9ne con~rols -,Good condition,

P,rofes.sional situation, New Hampst:iire ... ::~:;_g~~~ ~ u i_~;~ $ · Call Paul R.
academy of artistic gymnastics arid sports
Acoustic Guitar-Six string Madiera Guitar.
603-964-9000, 67 Winnicut Rd . North
Made by Gu.ild Mint condition with case
Hampton, NH 03862
$150: Call 742-0561
Natinal College Marketing company is
1973 VW Super Beetle. Runs excellent,
looking for a fraternity, sorority, or large
engine rebuilt and new exhaust 9 I 85. Some ·
student organization interested in making
rust. Must sell!! $450 negot. 862-2440 days
$500-1000 plus for a one-week long onand 436-8413 eves.
campus marketing project. No sales
- - - - - - - - - - · -- -·-- - involved. Group inust be organized ana
1976 VW Bus, g·ood cond., need·s a little
hard workiffg. Interested? Contact Andrew
work. Best Offer 868-2172
- - -·
·at (800)-592-2~12_1_ _ _ __ _~_
1982 Nissan Sentra Station Wagon-5Our horses need you. Work at Green Acres
speed , 40 mpg. Ziebart .' no rust. Alpine,
Stables Inc , full time or part. New stable
sunroof. winterized. $2795 or best offer.
management offers good working condi868-5122
tions and flexible hours. If you like horses
1980 Ford Mustang, excellent condition.
and fresh air give us a call. After all,
Wouldn't sell if if I didn't need the money
everyone doesn't want to work in a mall.
$1200 or best offer. Call 868-6667
Free room-board in Kittery Point. ME.
1979 Toyota Corolla. Very good condition,
Farmhouse in exchange for childcare 3 Y2
no rust. New: brakes. muffler, radiator!
days._1 toddler. call 204-363-2729
Needs a new transmission. Price negotAfter school day care at Oyster River
iable. Please call 749-9669.
----elementary school, M-F. Pay $4-4.50/hr,
16 hrs. week. 3-6 p.m .. 2-6 p.m. Wed. 332SERVICE
7334 Karen J.
Free $45 Value cry'stal-Yours f~r 1 party
Travel field posifion immediately available.
with over $150 s~es on 7 -1 0 orders. Call
Good commissions, valuable work expe382-8675 or let),fle name and number in
rience, travel and other benefits. Call Bill
Bo~ _!_5 K.ingsbu,.Y 3rd fl<:>:>_r_ __ _ _
R. 1-200-433-7747 for a complete information mailer.
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Skiers- Have I got some deals for you! One
pair Elan RC-SL (205 cm) skis with Geze
952 R bindings. (Skied only 6 times) One
pair Dynaster course SL (:2U3 cm) skis with
Tyrolis 390RD bindings and one pair K2
710 -FO ,(294 cm) skis with Salo!'Tloi1 637
bindings: (The bindings are alm'ost new,
skis would make good rock skis.) These
skis are for experienced/ expert skiers only.
Serious inquiries. call me up and make an
offer. Jenny at 659_-_2_4_99_ _ __ _

For Sale- 4 Camel leather wrought iron
swivel kitchen chairs- $20 each (excellent
cond~!~~) Call ~~8-65~_1______ _
Hardly used. electric typewriter. $150. or
best offer. Call 868-6163; ask for Sandy.
For Sale: 1972 BMW 2002 Tii.- runs great.
$3000.. Call 659-5203. evenings only
between 6 and 8 p.m.
1976 BMW 530i' Black with brown leather.
Runs great. Receipts for all work. $3295.
436-!744 eves. 659-2331 days.
Nikon FM2 with 50mm 1.8 lens, $275. Vivitar
285 flash $55, Vivitar Gharge 12/20 either
6 nicad packs $35. Canon auto winder $50.
All in exc. condition. Best offer accepted.
Call 224-4735 after 5:30

THE FAR SIDE
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Technique, improvisational concepts,
harmony and theory, ear training, all levels.
Call now: 659- 7442
-

- -· - --·--

Mandator-y MORT AR BOARD HONOR
SOCIETY meeting for all mernbers. Member,shtP is contingen, t upon attending
meetings. so please show!! We're on the
ball' and have some interesting fh"ing~·
plannea,' so we need your input arid unique
expertise' Tuesday, Nov. 18, 7 p.m. Senate
Room MUB.
Ski 93-UNH Ski Week, 5Y2 days skiing and
lodging for $169.00. Ski Loon. Cannon,
Waterville Valley, or Bretton Woods-your
choice each day. Jan. 11 - 16 last week
before Spring Semester. If skiing and
partying for $31 a day without leaving the
mountains sounds like a bargain, then join
us. Call John B. or Bill H. at 868-3008 or
sign up outside NHOC in the MUB. Bring
friends from home or school for one last
vacation before school.

- - - -- - - - - -

1f you are forced to have sex, sexually
assaulted. or raped and would like to talk
to a woman who has been trained to hefp
in these situations, call 862-1217 day or
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUNSELOR
- - · - - · - - - - - -- - - - - -

By -GARY LARSON

Ru Rah Rega, I'm a baked potata. Hi
Sue S. (Helga) Thank you for making
summer ATO men (Rod, Rick ; Brian,
Saturday night one of the best times I have
George, etc)' Never see you guys anymore,
ever had . The night was very special to
but I think about '.chu. We need to party
me and I hope we can do it again VERY
like we did this summer' Love, MGS.
SOON! (If you know what I mean) Thanks
Matte's Block-Hey Tom, how -~7~-thi~gs
again. Love, Pat (Alfred) P.S. We're out
behir,id those shades. Listen Girl, this is
of RO's so stjck to the RC's.
- - -- - - -the deal: Let's quest soon-in sBarch of
Ski sale af;i,d ' swap ' NHOC Serie in the
muffins? It would be nice if we could talk
Granite State Room MUB, Nov. 13-15 :
like old times, Just remember who has the
Thursday and Friday 9-7, Saturday 9-5.
uppe_i:_edge, so srnarten ~!See ya, ~atches.
Up to 75 percent offlfl
-------Phi MU Spaghetti Dinner-November 16th
Ms. Bombshell (the woman with two "R's"
From 4:30-6:30 at Phi Mu~35 Madbury Road
come
he'll
hon,
up
Cheer
name).
in her
Cost $2.50
back sooner or later when he realizes he
Hey Buud: Yeah you big bad bear. I think
doesn't have anyone to blow his .... nose
your so Cute! Keep smiling 0 1k. I love ya
anymore or tuck him in. Besides, even if
- spike
he doesn't repent this catastrophic decision
Tinkerbell is happy. Can you feel the magic
that will obviously ruin his life, there are
Peter Pan? Let's fly!
million of noses dut there and we're gonna
find them!! Yeah!' Love, you adventureTo Markus, Paul. Dave. Chris, Carrie, and
bound buddy
Bryan: Thanks so much for such a fantastic
weekend. I wish we could do it all over
Woody, the last 2 weeks have been great,
again .. .1'11 never forget dancing till 3,
thanks for everything. Good Grief. I'm in
Geor9etown, pizza, beer. beer and more
Lala land.
----beer, yards of beer, shots on the Capitol
Suffering from Posttraumatic mid-term
~teps (thanks Mark and Paul for a wonderful
d-isorder? Got the pre-registration blues?
tour and those Schnapps). the convention
· Has your roommate cleaned the bathroom
itselt (whaaat???), walking, walking and
lately or is it always your turn? Call Coolmore walking, The Smithsonian, the monaid at 862-2293 and blow off some steam.
uments. the taxis, the rain, rain and more
We'll listen, we care.
rain, New Jersey. ldano, Kansas and South
Ski sale and swap. NHOC sale in the
Carolina cont.
Granite State Room MUB. Nov. 13-15.
How could we forget Dave's new attire,
Thursday and Friday 9-7, Satl!rday 9-5.
in fact all the men dressed to a "T"? You
Up to 75 percent off!!!
guys looked maaavelous! And of course
HA HA HA! I guess everyone lost their bets
no one will forget the big fig newton. Photo
this weekend. didn't they !?! Little did you
opportunity? Hey next time you guys, let's
know. I didn't go to any of the workshopsdrive down in Mark's Suburu! I love you
! was in the broom closet with the bellhop! · guys so much. thanks for such a great time.
HA HA HA!
Let's not forget it. I didn't know "y'all" col:lld
bring out the party in me. Let's keep the
pictures to ourselves (especially the bed
Hey, this glass cleaner is great stuff!! ... a
and the c;apitol building, I'm embarrassed!)
can of this, incense. and a Brian Eno
Get some rest! XO Lisa. p.s. I did iearn a
tape .. .talk about mellow ... zzzz .....take a· trip
lot, believe it or not!
with the Graphics_M_a_c_h_in_e_.._.. _ _ __ _
RIDE OFFERED: Female
CHRISTMAS
Lonely, Depressed male from Danvers
around Dec. 19. Will leave
seeks companionship -preferrably Jemale-· · driving to Illinois
Illinois on Dec. 26 to drive to Jackson Hole,
for weekend retreat. Help me so I don't
Wyomif'.lg, I plan on r~tur~i~g !~ U,NH from
· h~\(.e_ to ~sk r:ny sister Stella. Desperate
Wyoming ·arounCI Jan. 15. WANTED a
"- and Hopeless. s :}Vf.:.All ··' .driving companion to accompany me on
Shim (Steve C.) Happy Belated 21st
either trip to or from. MUST have a sense
Birthday. Trade in that passport for a valid
of humor and like to have lots of fun
driver's license. S--t happens. Fellow
(preference to a skier). Contact Marla at
B-5ers ·
. 862-ll091.
See Demi. See Demi act. Act. Demi act.
Back from D.C. and what did we learn?
See Rob. See Rob sweat. Sweat Rob sweat.
Well hopefully you guys did get something
Come. Come to Rob Lowe and Demi Moore
from it but I can't say to much for myself.
night in the MUB Pub. Tonight. Movie
What happened to Un~le Ron, Bob Dole,
double feature. 8 pm only~--
and Mr.Bloom County? Well who needed
them or the 'convention anyways. I had the
Barb, Becky: Beth, and Fagan, Montreal
time of my life although my liver might
was interesting! Thanks for the early
disagree. Georgetown. Bryans lampshade
.birthday present. Love. Wendy
on the head, and the numerous photo
Wendy H.-Nervous? Who's Nervous! It was
opportunities where some of the highlites.
definitely a ple~sant surprise last saturday
Here's th·e tri cky part. how much can we
night. I couldn't have asked for a better
fit in the Subaru? A cramped way to end
date. Hope_to see you again. TOM
an unreal weekend. Only we would do
MB-Hey You! l"m sorry but you must learn
Schnapps shots on the Capitol Building
when to spit and when to swallow. I got
steps. By the way, Happy belated Birthday
all wet and that's not nice. Thanks for the
Dave G in Congreve 370. Another long
"Library" note. Says Much. Muffin Man.
personal. M.D.

NOTES FROM THE 'FRIDGE

By Da~~ Brackley

I -

To the "brothers" of Alpha Phi Omega. Get
Psyched' Here's to leadership, service and
long lasting friendship.I Your pres. Amy

Couches wanted- The New Hampshire is
looking for two couches to add to their
already trendy office' arrangement. If you
have a co_iJch to sell, call The New
Hampshiroot 1490 or 1507. We need your
furniture!
Alpha Phi Omega Campus clean up project
with Grounds and Roads- Nov. 22 1O a.m.
to 3 p.m. Look for us ·on campus.
Rodney "Rocket": My one and only "sweet
love." I LOVE YOU SO MUCH! Those "blue
house" nights are missed!!
Alpha Phi Omega Coed Service FraternityRUSH!! Come check us out Tuesday Nov.
18 at 8 p.m.- upper level of MUB
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Tim. even though computer i-.as ended yo11
had better keep in touch. I want to be able
to say I knew you when you become a
famous athletic trainer. Rebecca

t
t
~

i

Something Wonderful.. ..... Love K..

~

K.- I'm surprised that's all yeu. have to say,
you usually never run out of words, or things
to talk about. HAHAHAHAHAHA!!! Love
.• o1•• _, __
N02 '

1

Ellen- I hope you 'f:eel better. It was great
having that floss and study party Tuesday
night. I got some work done and had fun
at the same time. See ya later sweetheart.
Love N02

--------------

Felicia- Hang in there, Y,Ou'll find some kind
of class to fit your ski schedule next
semester. But till then you are always
welcome to join our floss party. Have fun
in the snow.

Okay Hall Ho.use-face it, November is the
month when everybody gets depressed
from excess stress. let's help each other
out. Thank God we have all of these
vacations to cut up the month of November!
Veteran's Day was a blast. right Catherine?
-Right (cold) Happy campers? Let's keep
the faith, AND CLEAN UP THE KITCHEN!
Luv .. Lyena
. Tonight!!!!Double feature ... Tonight!!!!ST.
Elmo's Fire ... Tonight!!!About Last Night... Tonightl!! 8 pm in the MUB!Tonight!!!!!
SPYRO GYRA FANS ... Tickets are on sale
now at the MUB ticket office for the Nov.
23rd show in the GRANITE ST ATE ROOM.
They're going fast' Don't miss out'!! Brought
to you by MUSO.

?ki sale and swap. NHOC sale in the
Granite State Room MUB, Nov. 13-15.
Thursday and Friday 9-7, Saturday 9-5.
Up to 75 percent off'!' .

Second to last of the Mohicans

I

Felicia,.Dar. Ly.ena. Brian, Noreen, Keith,
etc. The year has been.a blast so far. I know
i.t will always be fun. Roomie- Thanks for
all the laughs and adv1<.;e. Rebe.

Women and men need to know differences
in behavior that can precipitate a dangerous situation. Women: say no when you
mean no; say yes when you mean yes.
Believe in your right to express your feelings
and learn how to do so assertively. Men:
It is never okay to force yourself on a
woman, even if you think she's been teasing
or leading you on.

Welt, of cause there are Wildcats in the Locker
Room!lt's halftime, idiot!

l
l

Men are taught, covertly, to take what they
want, regardless of the infringement ori
others .- Most women are also taught to
accepfthi.s behavior.

©1986 Universal Press Syndicate

~.:

Rush Alpha Pht Omega- Campus clean
up Nov. 22 between 10 .m. and 3 p.m. Come
and join in tne fun!

Demi, about l'ast night...Rob. P.S. Tonight,
8 pm in the Mub Pub. It's only $2 ... ?

'\.,..--

;

Pudding pies, pouring rain, anorexic
Southerners with (.Q's of 4~ C9nadian Mist
and Seagrams. Paur snoring, Are we there
yet Dave? Over hung (!!) Brian: Chris
striking out. twi.ce, dancing at the Hyatt,
We're hip, we're here, we're now .. .The
capitol city will never be the same after
our whirlwind tour. Let's do it again; on Jim!;

Boz (SN) What is up' 22nd B-DAY. Hope
the rug gets pYt up this weekend.

(

I

Fellow Student-Bots-Transformers game
tournament starts Monday! Call Marie at
·3020 for details .. :.no decepticons pleez!

$31.00/day to ski N.H.'s best, Cannon,
!-oon, Waterville and Bretton Woods, Jan.
11-16 with 5 nights lodging at the IAdian
Head resort-jaccuzi, swimming pools,
sauna, game room, live bands. happy hour,
and more. Call John B. or Bil.I H. 868-3008
for arrangements.
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.CLASSIFIED
Ever wish you could talk to somebody,
anybody, about a problem-but you didn't
know anyone who would listen? Call Coolaid at 862-2293 any night from 6 p,m. to
midnight.

Are you a whiz at computer programming?
The New Hampshireneeds a competent
student to help re-program our Apple II
Plus, This is a compensated project Call
862-1323 between 10-3. Ask for Carrie
or Chris

Mandatory . MORT AR BOARD HONOR
SOCIETY meeting for all members, Membership is contingent upon attending
meetings, so please show!! We're on the
ball and have some interesting things
planned, so we need your input and unique
expertise! Tuesday, Nov, 18, 7 p.m. Senate
Room MUB.

Adoption: We are a happily married professional couple with strong family values
longing to adopt newborn. Lots of love,
beautiful home and bright future guaranteed. Completely legaL Expenses covered .
Please call. Call collect Chris and Paul
212-927•-6997
-------Well. you know how those long holiday
weekends affect me. I tend to drink a lot.
Basically I was hammered from Thursday
thru Tuesday. I live for that Golden
Goodness. Narls

$31.00/day to ski N.H.'s best, Cannon,
Loon, Waterville and Bretton Woods. Jan,
11-16 with 5 nights lodging at the Indian
Head resort-jaccuzi, swimming pools,
sauna, game room. live bands, happy hour,
and more. Call John B. or. Bill H, 868-3008
for arrangements.

Ski sale and swap. NHOC sale in the

State Room MUS, Nov.13-15.
••••••••••••••••ile•••••••••• ..: Granite
Thursday and Friday 9- 7, Saturday 9-5.
• Up to 75 percent off!I!
;
•
:
•

Say "Hello" Telecommunications open
house Nov. 14, 1O a,m. tit 3 p.m .. open to
the public. Come and meet us face to face.
Located next to Bookstore

.
Boy have you changed!
Love, Your Roomie

• Skiers-Ski che(!p and party with friends
; for five days. Over 60 percent of the people
• return the following year-they can't all be
: wrong. Ask somebody about Ski '93, then
• call us. $169.00. Deposit $90 by Nov. 7
; or call and make arrangements. It's worth
• it so bring your friends. Call John B. or Bill
: H. 868-3008 or sign up outside the NHOC
•in the MUS.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Durham Bille·

.Monday-Friday 12-5 ·

•.

Want a free trip to the White Mountains?
Want to meet new people and have fun?
NHOC ski sale and swap Nov. t 3-15. T-har:ik
you!'
Mandatory MORT AR BOARD HONOR
SOCIETY meeting for all members. Membership is contingent ·upon attending
meetings. so please show!! We're on the
ball and have some interesting things
planned, so we need your input and unique
expertise! Tuesday, Nov. 18, 7 p.m. Senate
Room MUS.

·-----------

6.6 Billion available for college! We match
sources electronically. Freshmen I Sophomores write ACADEMIC FUNDSEARCH, P.O. Box K, Plymouth, N.H. 03864
Does it bother you that UNH is so lacking
in diversity, and intolerant of the diversity
that does exist here? Come to the first
meeting of a Student Coalition to Promote
Diversity at UNH, Wednesday, Nov. 19,
6 p.m ., Sullivan Room. MUB. For more
information, call 2050

Mandatory MORT AR BOARD HONOR
SOCIETY meeting ,for all members, Membership is contingent u-pon attending
meetings, so please show!! We're on the
ball and have some interesting things
planned, so we need your input and unique
expertise! Tuesday. Nov. 18, 7 p.m.-SenatE:
Room MUB,
ADOPTION: We're a loving happily married
couple, academic physician and psychologist Eager to adopt white newborn,
Confidential. Call collect 212-724-7942,
Skiers-Ski cheap and party with friends
for five days. Over 60% of the people return
the following year-they can't all be wrong.
Ask somebody about Ski '93, then call us.
$169.00, Deposit $90 by Nov. 7 or call and
make arrangements, It's worth it so bring
your friends, Call John B, or Bill H. 8683008 or sign up outside the NHOC in the
MUB.
Moooo ... Hey you trailer 16 studs and trailer
31 sex goddesses; just wanted to wish all
you WallyWorld veterans a happy howdo and hello and let it be known that I miss
each one of you a great deal. You are
constantly in my tho,ught. Stay good and
keep smiling. Sincerely, Damnmit' Gumby

86a-S634

Bicycle Sale
Nishiki Sport
comfortable, smooth-shifting, ·
lightweight, durable, chromoly.
Suntour SVX derailleurs, Sugino,
Dia-Compre brakes, quick release
wheels, Vetta Anatomic seat.

------------~

To Jane in N6-How was Florida? I missed
you in a large modus last weekend! The
last two weeks have been great! I hope
we can har1g together more often, Now you
can send me a personal. Love, Smush

SALE

$199
Reg.$285

Seri·ing the Unirnrsity .rinct' !9lH

T-Shirts
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts •Aprons • Custom Designs
Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items
In-House Art Dept.

'til Thanksgiving

Saturday 9~ 12 nob

603/431-8319
3131 Lafayette Road (Rte 1) • Portsmouth, N .H

...___~~~~~~~~~-,_~~~~-__J

SOLELY MACROt·
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he Sheraton Wayfarer was chosen dimensional people we have all rriet
committed, intelligent, good people
PAGE 12
because ''the atmosphere is really have been professors. Ask .any
as we can all find here ar U NH. That
'New Englandy' and some of these upper class university student about
includes the studenLs, the faculty
Wayfarer in Bedford, NH, is1to
people have never been· to New the disinterested, boring, condesand the staff. Dr. Hersh is a .donor
bring together AISEC members
England. The conference ,facilities cending professors that they have
who gets paid to treat the wart'.'-.
from schools all over the Northeast
and guest roooms are essentially · been subjected to. And then there's
He must be forgiven for his rhetoric
to motivate and instruct them on
under one roof, thus making it the staff. Those of us who have
when fie curses those warts.
the goals of the organization. The
convenient. And besides, everyone worked in the "private sector" (you
Yes, a university is a spectrum
regional is most important for new
loved the covered bridge."
that includes students acting like
know, the "real world"), know that
members. Friday is an introductory
One of the most important fators the standards of productivity of
animals and staff who believe that
day during which few sessions are
intelligence apd maturity are meaheld. Kristi Perrow, marketing ' in holding a successful conference university staff persons is a joke
is procuring good speakers. What compared to industry standards .
sured in credit hours. Fortunately,
director for the NH State Port
both species are in the minority.
Authority, gave an interestin·g' did Mark h.ave to do to get Geroge The median number of hours
Rossiter and Frank Aldrich to worked by full-time university
But it's good, ,and maybe fun, to hear
speech on international marketing.
speak? Well, "I called people I knew employees is well under seven hours
from both time to time. Not only
Saturday, AISEC members heard
and asked for references . Ninety per day. Two tasks always requires
did we pay to see Animal House,
from Glenn Swanson, Account
percent were found that way. When two employees even if each task
but we laughed 'til it hurt.
Executive for Management RecruitI
called to ask these people if they is only a five hour a day job.
ers, and Jeff Paulson of E.F. Hutton,
would be willing to speak, I told
How awful is it? Well, as a matter
among others.
Name witheld by request
them who had referred me, that we. of fat t it is wonderful. I had a career
Officers of AIESIC U .S., which
were
a
Student
conference
centered
in the "real world." I could be taking
is based in New York City, instructon lnterna itonal business, that I home a lot more money if I were
ed new members on product Knowlwould send them more information. still out there. But, for double my
edge (AIESEC's product is the
When .I called back a little fater they salary, I would not give up the
exchange of business management
To the Editor:
were more than willling.
privilege of being one of the
skills internationally), beginning
In the November 4 issue of The
AIESEC
is
a
non-profit
non"abundantly human" bums here at ·
marketing (of the product to area
New Hampshire, in his review of
political organization which pro- UNH. Here the 1986 Yearbook
companies), and public relations. /
vides its members with a vehicle quotes Christa McAuliffe: "I touch · last Thursday's REM concert, Mr.
Highsights included Friday
Dube made reference to the security,
to a .better understanding of world the future, I teach." Gordon Haanight's keynote speaker George
or
lack of it, provided by the SCOPE
commerce
and
management
polland. has been quoted as saying that
Rossiter of Markem Corporation,
security team, that contributed to
icies, and a wot:ldwide group of teaching is one of the few instrinand Saturday's speaker, · Frank
the chaos at Thursday's show. If
friends who will not easily be sic,ally noble professions. John
Aldrich, VP Latin American divyou're looking for a scapegoat, Mr.
forgotten.
Silber is fond of yearning for the
ision, Bank of Boston. Both of these
Dube, look no further. I had the
Kris Furnee days of yore when teaching in a
men. have extensive knowledge of
highly pleasurable joh of working
University was considered a station
internatonal business and gave
"the barrier," the three feet of no
extremely enlightening talks. Both
of privilege. All three are "right
man's land that separates the
on." Ask any senior about their
feel that the work is hard, it's not
masses from their heroes up on the
all glamour and roses but that it's
favorite professors and you wiV see
stage. It was I who stepped aside
worth the efort.
their
eyes
light
up
as
they
tell
you
To the Editor:
and let the crowd rush the stage
AIESEC-UNH officers Tim Brystories about committed, gifted,
Those of us who earn our daily
to the point of knocking loose
ant, Mark Wheeler, Wendy Han- bread working in universities fre- , giving professionals that have made
several braces of the staging. Yep,
nan, and Erika Randmere are to be quently find ourselves shaking our a difference in their lives. In the
I did it. I am to blame. Or am I?
King and I, Anna sings to the
heartily congratulated for their heads in wonderment at the obvious
Again, SCOPE takes the blame
successful efforts. To organize a imperfection of the selection crite- Children of the Royal Bangkok
for
a job well done. Standard SCOPE
Academy:
"It's
a
very
ancient
saying,
regional which is to be attended
ria for university students. Six-yearprocedure for all concerts is to
by people from South Carolina J:O olds wearing nineteen-year-old suits but a true and honest thought, that
station 4 to 5 security guards along_
Pittsburgh to Boston is not an e~y
are chimpanzees wearing student if you become a teacher, by your
the front of the stage to prevent
pupils, you will be taught." I have
task. They started work in May and
suits are, sadly, not at all rare.
just such an incident. Are you aware
paid
a
lot
of
dues
in
a
lot
of
places·
. they are not done yet. The first step
And as if that isn't bad enough,
of that, Ric? Well, maybe you are.
~:is t_~e location. According to Tim,
some of the stupidest, most one- and nowhwere have I found ~o ma~y
l

REM

.Hersh

..
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But I seriously doubt that you were
aware of what occurred approximately two minutes before the
lights went down. As I and the other
sscurity guards took our positions
before the stage the REM stage
manager, a whiny little man who
had not ceased complaining since
he arrived that day, ordered the
sec;uriry guards off to the sides of
the stage, claiming that we would
detract from the show. When we
protested, ·saying we had been
assigned to remaih at these posi tions, he repliecj petulantly that
REM would not go on, a battle cry
that had already been uttered an
infinite number of rimes that
evening. He also assured security
that "if anything happens". I'll take
q1re of it." It did, and he didn't.
Sorry to burst the bubble of all
you REM fans out there, but I also
had the duty of guarding the
dressing rooms before the show,
and the boys from Georgia showed ·
anything but southern hospitality.
To be honest, they were ·dowmight
rude . rm sure I'm not the only
member of SCOPE that wasn't sad
to see them go.
. SCOPE workers work long hours
for no pay, and let's face it, we're
human too. We couldn~tdo everything, but we did the best we could
in a difficult situation.
·
·
Tim Thornton

etters to t e e 1tor s ou
e typed and signed, and
ust include an address
nd telephone number for
erification.
Address all mail to:
The New Hampshire,
Room 151,.
.MUB.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••
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•
•
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VIDEO MOVIE
PALACE

DELIVERY
$2.50 PD MOVIE DUBBAM, LEE, NEWMABIET

NO DISCGDNTS

75C MOVIES VIDEO CAMERA
200 SPECIALLY
MARKED MQVIES!
MLES INCLUDE:
DAMEB vs. DAMEB
ICEMAN
COORTBY
GUDBI

$25.00 A DAY ,
$10.00 DEPOSIT FOB
ALL BESUVATIONS
PICTURE l.D. AND
CBEDIJCW
BEQOIBED

..••
.-

••
•••

.,••••
••

BLANK VHS TAPES

$ 5.00

•

••

•••
••

.••••

.
••-

VIDEO MOVIE PALACE, LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS
~ENTER, MAIN ST., DU~HAM.

GA~E

••
•••
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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----AQUINO-- - - -

MORNING LINE NOTE

(continued from page 3)
the situation is coming to a
head."
The head belon_gs to Army
Chief_ of . Staff General Fidel
Ramos, who plays the pivotal
role in the confrontation, according to Schweickart. "He is
the key person, (if he) goes with
Enrile or not ." I:ast February
Ramos joined with Enrile
against Marcos and it led to
Marcos' fall.
Schweickart said the two have
contrasting personalities. "Ramos is a career army officer
(educated at West Point), a
professional soldier. He sees
the ar.m y in the service of a
civilian government."
Enrile, educated at Harvard
University, "is a political person. He was the architect of the
Marcos regime; he is pretty
corrupt and very rich."
Schweickart said Ramos is
important, because Aquino can-

not govern without the support
of the military. "Aquino will
tiy to build a base in the military . .._._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _T_h_e_O_l_d_G_r_a_d_h_e_l_d_h--lis
(This means getting) Ramos's
loyalty to Aquino."
Likewise, Schweickart said
Enrile cannot rule with just his
supporters. "Enrile has no
popular support." She called
him a "henchman," and said,
"He would be a return of Marcos, b_u t with less support. He
has the military ('the support
of the young colonels, which call
themselves the Reform Arm

~:~?:s?roup')andoldMarcos

Schweickart sees a possible
disasbter on.dthde ~oAriz<;>n, ~hich
can e avo1 e . . qumo 1s not
inclined to bloodshed - (but)
if he (Emile) tries to take over
there will be _bloodshed. Aquino
has a chance to calm down
(everything), if they let her,"
sh~ said.

uNH' 13

Maine 14 ...

Del aware 35 ... uc 0 h n 7
v·-Irg In. Ia '.T ec h ' 17 ... R.Ic hm0nd 1_.0.,
,
·

I

UR I 34 ... Southern Conn 18
West Kentucky 28 ... BU 7
uMass 17 ... Harvard 7
Bc 38 ... Temp Ie 29

ground last Saturday and
tied for the Morning Line
lead with Sports Editor
Paul To/me, at 7-1. Assistant Shorts Edt'tor Stehhen
r
r
uSkobes" Skobeleff, proved
unworthy of the competi- ·
tion and went 6-2. He
won'tbebackforawhile.
And in the last minicompetition Karl took Stilting's finest, Hank, for a
dip_in the deep fryer. Hank
Yancey was 4-4,. compared

Patriots 30 ... Colts 21

to Karl's 6-2. But the Old
Grad keeps his money.

FOOTBALL----~------

Write. for
The New Hampshire
and have your name in
print
7

(continued from page 24) ·
tecting Jean and opening up
gaping holes for Norman Ford
to slide through.
There are no new injuries, but
the team has its usual assort_' ment of bumps and bruises.
Senior co-captain Dave Duggan,
who has played only a few
downs this season due to a pesky
groin pull, will probably see
some action. Duggan is a story
in himself.
Redshirted as .a freshman,
Duggan constantly played hurt
his sophomore and junior years
and nearly led the team in
tackles each year. In short,

with throwing into crowds like
he has in the last few games.
If the receivers are covered, he
could run the ball.
• There must be a more balanced offensive attack. Lately,
it's been either run, run, run or
pass, pass, pass.
• The defense, which has
been phenomenal in the second
half of most of this year's games,
must hold- UMass early on.
UMass is a difficult team to
com~ from behind against.
• The offensive line ("The
Ford Escorts") will have to
continu·e its great job of pro-

Duggan is the Bill Buckner,.of
the Wildcats. If there is a way
to play, he will. "This is the last
Yankee Conference game of
Dave's career," said Bowes.
"You can bet that Dave will be
out there at some point,.whether
it be a down or four downs. He's
a competitor."
This game means the season
for: the 'Cats. They have come
a long way and a playoff hid
would be a gratifying reward.
As both Bowes and Duggan
would agree, there is no tomorrow.
Now or never.

HISTORY & PHILOSOPHY
SCIENCE
A New Minor
6-midnight ,
History 522. History of Science
MWF 9-10, SS~ 215, Kuriyama
~

Phil. 424. Science, Te~hnology,
& society
.
-.l MWF 9-10, HS 47, Triplett

~ -

~-

.

I

'

'

,Phil. 630. Philosophy of Natural Sciences ·
/; .M WF 1-2, HS 18, Dusek
·

~
. / -~\
~}

111:11 _ I

~

!l •
I\

:_.;:..

,·~<, . .~Psychology 571. The Great Psychologists
· l\a,, ,".

~TR 2-3:30, Par151, Woodward
TR 9:40-11, Pet~ 215, Knoth

"'-

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE MINOR .
PICK UP HANDOUT IN HIST ., PHIL., OR PSYCl:J..
DEPT.

,Alt .

· ~;-~

For Off ice Hours information call

-... "'

862-1764 History
862-2360 Psychology
862-1040 Philosophy
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'

~
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Stick men .look to pµt .l3ears to sleep
By Chris Heisenberg

UNH was bullied last weekend, losing games to BU and the Danish national team. (Bob Klemme

.

~~

Coming off an away loss to
the Boston University Terriers
and an exhibition loss to the
Danish National Team, Snively
Arena will be a welcome sight
for the UNH men's hockey
team. The opposition might not
be welcomed .
. The Wildcats will be facing
the University of Maine tonight
and Saturday night at home.
Maine, just a week ago, set a
Hockey East record by beating
Providence 12-1. Maine is tied
for first place in Hockey East
standings.
Meanwhile, the UNH hockey
team took a 3-0 first period lead
against BU on Saturday, but let
in four second period goals and
lost 5-3. Then on Sunday they
Jost 2-1 to the Danes, in a
sluggish contest with little
intensity on either side.
Rich Burchill was in goal for
UNH in the exhibition game,
giving Greg Rota a needed rest.
Rota had played in every UNH
game, and was named Hockey
East player of the week for his
performance against Providence.
UNH has a 2-3-1 Hockey Eas.t
record, and a fourth place stand-

ing in the league. Maine stands
· at 4-2, ti'ed wi.th Boston College·
'
for first.
Freshman David Aiken and
captain James Richmond are hot
for the Wildcats, having scored
in three of the last four games.
The defense allowed BU only
26 shots against in the first BU ,
game, but allowed 38 in the ·
second game, 18 in the second
period.
Maine also has the l.e ague's
leading scorer, freshman Dave
Capuano, and lead the league
in powerplay percentage (.30)
and penalty killing (.96). They
also have had three shorthanded goals (lnd have killed
off 22 straight opponent power
plays.
Thei_r powerplay features
Dave Capuano, Bobby Corkum
and Mike Golden, with Eric
Weinrich and Jack Capuano at
the points. Golden is questionable for the weekend series with
a groin injury.
Consistency has been Maine's
problem, for after beating top
ranked BU in the first week,
they lost to Lowell.After rernrding their 12-1 thrashing over
Providence, they lost the next
night to the Friars 4-2.

Wom en swim mers take dive ·· --------NCAA----'-~--By Stephen Skobeleff
UNH's women's swimming
tea.m travelled to UConn this
pasvSaturday and and couldn't
quite tread the rough Huskie
· waters. The Wildcats swallowed·
·a tough 144-120 defeat to the
Huskies for their first loss of
1
•
the young season.
The lead see-sawed back and
forth throughout much of the
~match but when the swimming
and diving was done the New
Hampshire women had fallen.
"I knew it was going to.be a dose
one," commented head coach
Carol Rowe. The coach is not
completely discouraged though,
pointing to the fact that her
team is a young one full of
freshmen, and battles such as
.the·: one versus UConn will gi·ve
thein a plenty of experience.
UConn vaulted out to an early
le~d after the 200-yard medley

relay, but this was quickly
relinquished after the 1000-yard
freestyle race with the help of
a first place finish by UNH's
Rebecca .Doherty. Doherty
placed wi:th a time of l l:38:29.
The Huskies then regained .
the lead two events later. This
·early pattern of los,ing the lead
·and then regaining it set the
· course for the entire match as
both teams were biting nails
until the very end. Neither team
ever had a completely satisfying
advantage until UConn emerged
victorious.
Although the team lost, many
of the 'Cats had fine individual
performances. Doherty's first
place accomplishme nt was
matched several times by other
UNH swimmers. Pam Birdsinger finished number one in both
the 100-yard breaststroke and

the 200-yard breaststroke with
times of 1:10:13 and 2:33:49
respectively.
Sue Bernard concluded the
200-yd fly at a rime of 2:21:54
to grab first place honors in that
event. Finally, UNH _diver Anne
Miller took firsts in both the
1 meter and 3 meter dives.
This weekend the women join
· forces with UNH men's swim
. team to make waves with another Huskie crew, this one from
Northeastern. Rowe says the
team has really been working
hard this past week, needed in
preparation for Northeastern.
Rowe sees it as yet another very
tough meet but feels their
quality players should spur the
'Cat women on to super perfor-mances. She hopes this will hold
true not only with her
swimmers but also her divers.

<concinued from page 24)
member. strength and '.team unity."
team
portance of every
"We will have to .play within
"When it comes to playoff
time, you need both the expe- ourselves," Didio said. "We
rience of the seniors and the must play our style and with the
youth_ of the freshmen and team strength that we have
sophomores," said Didio. Each demonstrated all year."
This "team strength" has
group has its qualities that will
help. The team will need to draw pulled the Wildcats through the
on each other and lean on each regular season with a 15-2
record, which placed them third
other."
Collins added, "At this level, in the las.t national poll. Hopeeach team is physically ready fully, "team strength" will give
and capable. The difference will UNH what it has not had: a trip
be in emotional and mental to h ·

C
-ECA
(continued from page 24)
admission to the championship
game by pounding the Crusaders
of Holy Cross 4-0 on Friday. For
UNH, this game was a culmination of the determination , The field hockey team plays this weekend in the first. roun ,·
hard work and great coaching of the NCAA's (Stu Evans file photo)
.
that characterized this Wildcat ment to lose no matter what ideas on how to make next years
· team. Coach Anderson and the game you play. I was pleased show even more entertaining.
1986 Wildcats have to jump sky with the way we played though. "We need a good recruiting year.
high to touch the level in which Even if the score was 4-1, we We have to get some strong,
they played soccer this past played BC far more equally than solid players on the team. Our
season.
we did earlier in the year ( a 0- success~ in the ECAC's is definitely going to help our recruitNobody but the team itself 0 tie)."
believed that such a young,
The 'Cats were done in by ing."
If a movie was to be made on
upstart club could make the three second half Eagle tallies,
ECAC finals. Unfortunately for which make Sarah Ste>kes' sole the exploits of the 1986 UNH
UNH, the Boston College Ea- New Hampshire score quite women's soc~er team, it would
gles did not believe either. They lonely. Even though the Wild- most likely receive an Academy
dropped a heavy 4-1 defeat on cats do not own a trophy en- Award nomination. The directhe Wildcats and took the ECAC graved with them as ECAC tor of the epic production is
title. This was a game which champions, this is not a total Head Coach Marge Anderson.
Coach Anderson feels her girls loss. The sense of accomplish- However, she received the help
could have won. "We could've ment prevails over the pain of of a tremendous supporting cast.
The 1986 Wildcats are: Se-·
beat them," asserted Anderson. defeat in this case. If the Wild"In the first half, they outplayed cats got a nickel from all the niors: Cindy Pierce, Kim Shaw
us incredibly and still only had people who did not think they , and Sarah Stokes. Sophomores:
a 1-0 lead. For the first 15 · would go as far as they did, the _ Janene Tilden, Nell Gharibian,
minutes of the second half, we club would have enough money Amy Yager, Amy Farquhar and
were all over them, knocking to purchase private jet to travel Jackie Neff. Freshmen: Maura
Naughton, Ellen Weinberg,
on the door time and time again. on.
If we could have scored a goal
The 1986 season has opened Amy Brimblecom, Beth O'Conthen, the game may have been some eyes. The team took the nor, Kristen Burnap, Colleen
a different story."
season to its furthest possible Walsh, Susan Stokes, Alyssa
not
was
certainly
Anderson
We can now only eagerly De Vito, Sharon Russell, Eileen
extent.
The women's soccer team lost to BC in the ECAC championship.
her
of
performance
the
on
down
the arrival of the 1987 ·Corrigan and Missy Girard.
anticipate
. ·
·
game.(Stu Evans file p~oto) ·
What a box office smash.
team. "It's always a disappoint.=._ campaign. Anderson ha~ a few

a
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Sports
Wildcats look to snap back at UMass
·~

By Rick Kampersal
All right,forget it, just get it
out of your head. The football
team had the best shot to win ·
the Conference, bm did not capitalize. But it is in the past.
UNH' s back is against the wall,
and it must now go to Amherst
and win.
The Wildcats had their seven
game winning streak halted in
the rain last Saturday by the
Black Bears of Maine, 14-13.
The Bears dominated in the first
half, going to the locker room
with a 14-7 lead. But the Wild. cats, though behind by only
seven, played as sloppy as the
field conditions.
The game eventually came
.down to one play. With the 'Cats
behind by 1, Eric Facey was sent
in to try a 34-yard field goal. The
snap from Chris Kelleher was
low and holder Mark Carr
fumbled around with it, not able
to get it squarely on the tee.
Despite the tough hold, Facey's
kick looked as though it was
good. But the officials signalled
wide left and Cowell Stadium
quieted.
It was a tough loss to swallow,
but Head Coach Bill Bowes was
relatively relaxed afterwards.
"What can you say?," groaned
Bowes. "The game was a missed
field goal. We had plenty of
chances to win and we didn't. ·
We came up empty handed."
The loss was a result of the
offense not being able to produce any points. Two times,
UNH pushed the ball deep into
Maine territory, but was unsuccessful in getting six. Instead, ·
they had to settle for two Facey
three-pointers.
The defense has been doing
double time lately. It has also
acquired the habit of shutting
out the opponents in the second
·half.
"Our defense has been and
was expected to be, our strong
point," said Bowes. "It is a very
experienced squad." The de-

fense showed its muscles on the
series directly before Facey's
critical attempt. Punter Nate
Baldasaro's kick was downed on
the Maine three, and thoughts
of a game winning safety raced
through everyone's heads.
Maine running back Jim Fox lost
a yard, and then quarterback Bob
Wilder was sacked on the 1.5
yard line. Maine was then forced
to punt, giving UNH its last
·
chance.
The loss sets the stage for this
Saturday's contest against the
Minutemen of Massachusetts.
Both teams now have 7-2 records and the game is a must
win for both. "Everyone realizes
the importance of this game,"
stressed Bowes. "The way I look
at it, the winner of this game
is headed for the playoffs."
The only team that now
controls its own future, is Delaware. The Blue Hens, who are
playing a non-league game this
week versus Army, can clinch
the Conference crown next week
with a victory over Boston
University. But the Wildcats are
not worried about that. They
have a task at hand, and according to Bowes, they are ready.
"The kids have gotten over
last week. They've displayed
even more spirit than usual and
they've been intense," said
Bowes. "They're ready."
Preparations for the game
were hindered by the snow
which arrived in Durham early
Tuesday morning and covered
the playing fields. "The weather
has hurt us. We haven't been
able to practice outside yet and
you just can't have a complete
practice,indoors," said Bowes.
The Wildcats will have to do
the following if they are to win
the game:
• Bobby Jean, who threw 37
passes last week in a rainstorm,
will have to stay calm in the
pocket and look for the open
receivers. He wil'l not get away
FOOTBALL, page 22

Junior lin~backer Scott Curtis crunches a URI running back in past a~tion. The defensive
unit will have to hold UMass for UNH to win.(Mark DesRochers file photo)

'Cats fall one shy at ECAC's
By Paul Sweeney
Late last August, a group of '
women assembled on something resembling a soccer field,
far behind . the UNH Field
House. Of this group, eleven
were barely three months out
of high school. The remaining
had only one year of intercollegiate varsity soccer experience
between them. Yet, this congregation would mold into the
1986 UNH women's soccer
team.
At the outset, this team
appeared to have more holes
than a golf course. With so many
unproven players, questions

rose that even Albert Einstein Stokes played the starring roles,
couldn't have solved. If you had netting late second half goals
told this team in the first week to aid the UNH cause. Accordof practice that they would be ing to Head Coach Marge Andplaying on rain soaked astroturf erson, if not for a Wildcat
at Boston College for the ECAC change of face in the second half,
Division I championship title they may have not gotten past
in early November, they may the Catamounts. "In the first
have laughed at you. You would half, we just watched UVM
have looked like a genius play," stated Anderson. "In the
though, because that is exactly second half, we decided to take
where the Wildcats found them- charge."
Suddenly, this group of Wildselves last weekend.
The pass to the finals for cats found its names in lights
UNH was a sound 2-0 defeat _ against Boston College in the
over the University of Vermont tournament finals. BC Gained
in the first round on Friday~
Ellen Weinberg and Sarah ECAC, page 23

Wildcats want ·to
scratch the past
By Kathy Daly
Head Coach Marisa Didio is
in her fourth year coaching the
Wildcat field hockey team and
for the fourth year in a row, New
Hampshire is heading into the
NCAA Tournament. In the past
three years, UNH has not
advanced past the second round.
This year, like last season, the
Wildcats received a buy into the
second round.
To advance to the Final Four
November 22-23 at Old Dominion University in Virginia,
UNH hopes to break the old
habit and win in the second
round.
Thoughts of the Final Four
aside, UNH travels to Connecticut to play the winner of the
UMass-UConn game on Sunday.
The Wildcats beat both of these
teams 2-1 during the regular
season in extremely hard fought
contests. Coach Didio expressed
her thoughts on the regular
season victories by calling the
NCAAs the "second season."
"This is the first game of the
,second season . What we did

during the season against these
teams will not be a factor. This
is a whole new ball game."
These sentiments were also
expressed by senior Sandi Costigan. "What we've done in the
past is not pertinent. Teams
. change, personnel change. We
know what we have to do. We're
just going to go out and play and
not worry about the past."
Leading the Wildcats in scoring are seniors Pauline Collins
with 13 goals, Karen Geromini
with 22 goals and 3 assists, and
Costigan with 3 goals and 14
assists.
Defensively, Costigan, senior
Jackie Brogan, junior Patty
Drury, and sophomore Cyndi ,
Caldwell round out the backfield. Their strength has helped
junior goalie Michele Flannell
record seven shutouts on the
s'e ason with an .866 save percentage and a 1.17 goals against
average.
With the start of the "second
season," Didio knows the imNCAA, page 23

